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ABSTRACT
The time series analysis package (TSAP) presented here
in the form of a user's manual, is a set of eleven interactive,
functionally dependent time series programs which are accessible
in any order from a remote terminal. TSAP has been designed so
that an analyst can conduct a basic portion of the statistical
calculations involved in multiple time series analysis during one
session at a terminal. This allows the analyst to avoid the waiting
times between outputs that occur with standard batch processing.
In addition, it takes advantage of the sequential nature of the
statistical computations involved in the analysis of time series.
r
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The result of any particular statistical computation
produces two types of information, one type leading to a conclu-
sion and the other suggesting a particular direction for further
analysis. With respect to the analysis of time series, the
analyst usually has a general idea of the avenues of investigation
likely to provide a broad preliminary understanding of the particular
problem, e.g., how two series are statistically related or what is
the statistical mechanism generating a single series. Since the
direction of the investigation after the completion of any particular
segment of the computations depends on the results of that segment,
he must view the results of a large number of intermediate steps of
the analysis before he can reach a point where a detailed evaluation
and summary of the data can begin. Unfortunately each segment
usually requires at least one run on a computer and, more often
than not, several hours elapse before the results can be viewed.
On the other hand, the decision concerning the next step of the
analysis can usually be made immediately, say in the length of time
it would take the results to print out at a terminal.
TSAP, the terminal time series analysis package presented
here, is designed to eliminate this miss-match between the computer
and analyst by furnishing him with a set of interactive, function-
ally dependent time series programs; these programs are accessible
in any order from a remote terminal.
The particular set of programs which are presently
available in TSAP are necessary for the first steps in the analysis
of any time series data. Further reduction of such data may require
programs that are best kept in a batch mode (e.g., the method using
the cross-spectral information of several series to improve the
least squares estimates of the coefficients in a multiple time
series regression). More programs will be added as they prove
useful or are required in the solution of a particular problem.
For this reason TSAP is provided with an index (cf., Appendix III)
that may be consulted to determine what programs are available.
The Bellcomm Univac 1108 implementation of TSAP is in file
RRS*TSAP.
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Descriptions of the TSAP programs are given in section 1
together with a brief nontechnical explanation of their use or
meaning. This section also contains a diagram indicating the
principal ways the programs in TSAP may be combined. The way in
which data files are generated and used is described in Section 2.
Section 3 contains a series of examples (pages, 10, 22 and
30) that illustrate most of the present capabilities of TSAP and is
intended as a users guide. (1)
Section 4 contains a discussion of program techniques and
the flow charts of each of the programs; the listings are given in
Appendix III. Some elementary remarks concerning time series together
with the computational formulae used in the various programs are given
in Appendix I. Details concerning the various filters available in
TSAP are given in Appe) .dir. II.
1.0 PROGRAMS
This section contains a list of the programs in TSAP
together with a brief description of their use.
(1) Data Transformations and Filters (FILTER)
The purpose of this program is to allow the user to
prepare the data for time series analysis. For example,
this might include transforming the series into the
logarithms of its absolute values and then centering
the resulting series at its mean in an effort to obtain
a series that approximates a zero mean Gaussian time
series. A series could be pre-whitened for spectral
estimation by applying an appropriate high-pass filter;
alternately, a trend in the series could be estimated
or a cycle removed by using one or more of the available
filters. The program is designed so that any subset of
its transformations or filters may be applied sequentially
to a particular time series with a single request for the
element labeled FILTER. The transformations that are
available in this program are listed when the user calls
@filter; details concerning these transformations are
given in Appendix II.
(2) Auto-Covariance and Auto-Correlation (ACF)
The sample auto-correlation function calculated with this
program is a measure of the "memory" or inertia of the
process generating the time series; this information can
be used to some extent in model discrimination. The
primary purpose of the auto-covariance function is in
calculating the spectrum of the series.
(1) Although some remarks concerning statistics have been made
to prevent misunderstanding and to motivate the use of a particular
sequence of programs, this section is not meant to be tutorial in
statistics; it assumes an elementary knowledge of this area.
6
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(3) Partial-Auto-Correlation Function (PACF)
This function describes the correlation between two distinct
members of a time series with the linear affect of inter-
vening members removed. The program allows the user to
calculate (up to) the first sixty values of the partial-
auto-correlation function. It also computes the residual
variance of auto-regression (a.r.) models,
y (t) = a 0 + a l y (t-1) +...t a  y (t-p) + e (t)
up to order p = 60. On the basis of these results the user
may determine the order of the best fitting a.r. model.
Once the order is furnished, the program will print out the
coefficients of the corresponding a.r. process. The
appropriateness of the model may be judged by submitting
the residuals of the fitted a.r. model to ACF and ASF.
(4) Auto-Spectrum (ASF)
An estimate of the auto-spectrum of a stationary time
series is calculated and plotted at the terminal; if
requested, its upper and lower 90% confidence limits are
superimposed on the spectrum plot. Ona of the main pur-
poses of this program is to determine which frequency bands
contribute significantly to the total variance of the
series. Another is in suggesting and testing the appro-
priateness of parametric models for the series being
studied.
(5) Cross-Covariance (XCF)
This program is used primarily as data for the cross-
spectral routine.
(6) Cross-Spectrum (XSF)
This program calculates estimates of the co-spectrum and
the quadrature spectrum of pairs of (jointly stationary)
time series. These quantities measure the covariance
between the "in-phase" and the "7rf2 out-of-phase" fre-
quency components of the two series, respectively. The
co- and quadrature spectrums, together with results from
ASF, are used to calculate the coherence and phase of the
pair of series. The coherence is a measure of linear
relationships between frequency components of the series,
while the phase measures lead and lag relationships. The
arc-tanh of the coherence is plotted to obtain confidence
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(7) Least Squares Regression (LSRA and LSRP)
Least squares regression is included in the system for
several purposes. It provides a method of estimating
the trend component of a series, furnishes the standard
errors of auto-regression coefficients (the order of the
a.r. is determined with PACT) and gives preliminary esti-
mates of the coefficients in a multiple regression on
time series.
Two separate least squares regression programs (1) are
included in TSAP: LSRA and LSRP. LSRA is a forward
stepwise regression program that includes an analysis
of variance table at each step together with a tab13 of
observed values, expected values and percent deviation,
printed out at the request of the user. LSRP is a back-
ward regression program whose main featu_-e is that
it yields predicted values with upper and lower predic-
tion limits.
(8) Save
After an application of the program FILTER the user is
asked whether or not he wants the transformed series
stored. If the answer is yes and the data format is
specified, then the series is automatically stored, but
the user must supply the statement @SAVE FILTER,[series
name] to be able to reference the series for later use.(2)
Similar statements are required after executing the LSRA,
LSRP or COMB programs (e.g., @SAVE LSRA,[series name]).
(9) Combination of Series (COMB)
Given two time series of the same length, this program
enables the user to perform term by term addition (ADD),
Subtraction (SUB), multiplication (MPY) or division (DIV)
of the two series. COMB also allows one to concatenate
(CON) series of arbitrary length.
(10) MATH Conversion (MATHCON)
In some applications, the user requires a series of values
of some known or constructed function and a way to easily
combine this series algebraically with an observed series
(1) Both of these programs are modifications of regression
programs available in the UNIVAC Stat-pack program library.
(2) This control statement stores the series in the TPF; if the
user has a catalogued file he may store the series in this file by
typing @SAVE FILTER,[FILE.SERIES NAME].
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being analyzed with TSAP. This can be accomplished without
leaving the terminal by generating the required series with
MATH and combining it in TSAP (using COMB) with the observed
series. MATHCON eliminates the incompatibilities in I/O(1)
between the two series.
Additional programs that are available for batch runs, but
have not been included in TSAP at the present time include
(A) Time Series Regression (TSR)(2)
This program combines the preliminary least Eauares estimates
in a multiple regression on time series with cross-spectral
information between series to produce asymptotically efficient
estimates of the regression coefficients.
(B) Histogram and Scatter Plot Programs (HIST, SCAT)(2)
Work is in progress on the following programs: a means of
estimating mixed regression, auto-regression and moving average models
and a program for forecasting with such models.
The efficiency and effectiveness of TSAP would be enhanced
wii.h the addition of CRT (Cathode Ray Tube) display capabilities to
.Tow morE. outputs. This would provide the user with a more compre-
hensive system containing programs dealing with graphics.
Another possible improvement which will be looked into
concerns the formatting structure. At present each input or output
series requires a format; this reduces data format conversions at
the expense of answering questions. An alternative method would be
to have a fixed format, say C.20.10, in which all data is read and
written. This would reduce the number of user responses but also
reduce the generality of the input data structures. A way around
this is to add an option, say F, to allow the present dialogue to be 	 If
used.
The following diagram indicates the ways in which the
TSAP programs may be linked together in applications. These will be
further described by means of the examples given in Section 3.
(1) MATH "SAVED" elements are
notation, using *10 **n instead of
(120.10) will suffice to read the
(2) TSR will be documented in
corrected UNIVAC Stat-pack routin,
R. R. Singers.
in fixed point and floating point
the FORTRAN E+n. A format of
converted series.
the near future; HIST is a
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2.0 GENERATION AND USE OF STORED DATA ELEMENTS
The first step in applying TSAP to a particular set of
time series data is to make this data accessible from the terminal.
This can be accomplished by using the EXEC 8 control statements
@ELT and @ADD. The control statement ELT allows the user to place
the data into the machine, via the card reader or the terminal,
with a name attached to it. This name together with the @ADD
statement makes the data available for use in TSAP.
The ELT processor allows one to generate a data element
in a file using the following control card (starting in column 1):
@ELT,I„QUAL*FILE.ELEMENT
where	 indicates one or mare spaces.
QUAL*FILE. is the name of the catalogued file (1) into
which the user wants the data stored. This field may be left
blank, in which case the user temporary file, TPF$, is used.
ELEMENT is the name of the data series. The data follows
immediately after this card and the element is terminated when the
next control card is read.
When the data is asked for within TSAP, the element can
be obtained by using the following control card (starting in
column 1):
@ADD„QUAL*FILE.ELEMENT
The following are fo»x examples of ELT processor use:
1) For external card deck




4. (Data cards)	 I	 %
S. @FIN
W See 1141 for definition of catalogued file.
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2) For terminal input




4. (Type in data)




4. (Type in data)
It is *necessary for all data to be in FORTRAN formatted'
For information on formats see (13).
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3.0 USING TSAP
The mechanics of using TSAP will now be explained by
means of several examples. These examples fall into essentially
three groups and begin on pages 10, 22 and 30.
The first group involves a single time series and uses
that portion of TSAP indicated in Figure 2. The first example
within this group illustrates spectral estimation using a Tukey
window at two different bandwidths. These spectra together with
their 90% confidence bands are plotted against frequency in cycles
per unit time. The spectrum of the time series is then estimated
by means of both the Daniell and Tukey windows and plotted ar-ainst
period with no confidence bands. The second and third examples
within the first group illustrate two types of Goodman filters
applied to the seriea and the spectra of the resulting series.
To aid the reader, an arrow has been added to the left
margin of the terminal printout Pach t3.7ne a ne- re^uest is made,
for a TSAP program.
Finally, it should be remembered that each group of
examples was executed in one session at a remote terminate; depending
on the user, the amount of his time required for computations similar
to those in one of these groups would be between lU arc 3u minutes.
FILTER F---►j SAVE 1	 0-	 ACF F-- P"i ASF
FIGURE 2
We will assume that the series has been stored in the
machine, as explained in the previous section, under the name
yl0e; it contains 362 terms.
In order to activate the terminal, assign the file and










The first program called is @filter(1):
.o.- @filter
'FILTER' CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING FILTERS:
CENTER,EXP,LOG,DIFF,10**,LOGI0,SQRT,LAG,ABS,TUKEY(HIGH AND LOW
PASS),GOODMAN,SCALE.
TO TERMINATE THE FILTER SEQUENCE,REPLY WITH 'END'.
THE FINAL SERIES IS STORED ON UNIT 8(IF DESIRED).
LENGTH OF SERIES TO BE READ IN?
362	 T:e entire series that is stored
INPUT DATA FORMAT?






LENGTH OF SERIES TO BE USED?	 Here we could have deleted any
362	 number, m, of consecutive te2,ms from
MEAN=	 .3743381.6+01	 the end of the series by typing 362-m.
LENGTH= 362
FILTER?	 After each request for a filter the
center	 mean of the filtered series together
MEAN=	 .35336186-05	 with its length is automatically
LENGTH= 362	 ^_,j^_nted out.
FILTER?
end
DO YOU WANT TO SEE PART OF THE SERIES(YES/NO)?
no







(1) The underlined quantities are the users responses to the
preceeding program questions. The italicized type indicates
explanatory comments that have been placed onto the terminal
printout to aid the reader of this memorandum.
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i
The name of the ylOe series after the above transformations
is y1000. The auto-correlation function of y1000 is calculated next:
--o- @acf
ACF COMPUTES THE AUTO-COVARIANCE/CORRELATION FUNCTION OF A SERIES.
THE COVARIANCES ARE STORED ON UNIT 1 IN BINARY(IF DESIRED)
IN CONSECUTIVE ORDER.










0	 .10000000+01 13 .18489365-01 26 .11289490+00
1	 .46415033+00 14 .11077084+00 27 .15901410+00
2	 .17615860+00 15 .17462706+00 28 .11500745+00
3	 .49235427-01 16 .35404109-01 29 .93957893-01
4 -.50011224-01 17 -.16164341-01 30 .97580075-01
5 -.26090787-01 18 .35023679-03 31 .59549038-01
6 -.19535766-01 19 .60941407-01 32 -.80215645-02
7 -.31009051-01 20 .61706792-01 33 -.28728484-01
8 -.47952917-01 21 .17506226-01 34 .53134954-01
9	 .23769772-02 22 -.79266704-01 35 .18498416-01
10	 .21561115-01 23 -.79293265-01 36 .18898459-01
11	 .10452646-02 24 .13103552-01 37 -.31084192-02





DO YOU WANT THE COVARIANCES STORED(YES/NO)?
yes
COVARIANCE STORED.




ASF COMPUTES THE AUTO SPECTRUM FUNCTION.
IT IS ASSUMED THAT ACF WAS CALLED AND THE DESIRED COVARIANCES STORED.
THE AUTO-SPECTRA ARE STORED ON UNIT 2(IF DESIRED) CONSECUTIVELY.
DATA SPACING?
1.
WINDOW TO BE USED(TUKEY/DANIELL)?




NUMBER OF FREQUENCY POINTS TO BE VIEWED?
33
DO YOU WANT CONFIDENCE LIMITS(YES/NO)?
yes




	.0000	 .74730+00	 *	 +
	
.0156	 .74350+00	 *	 +
	
.0313	 .74541+00 --	 -	 -*	 -	 -- ----^ -
	
.0469	 .76602+00	 *	 +


















.1563 .44168+00 *	 +
.1719 .39207+00 *	 +
.1875 .35903+00
_
.2031 .32513+00 *	 +
.2188 .27371+00 -




. .-+-- - - --	 _ - -- 	 ---- --	 . -	 ----. _^
.2656 .17243+00 * +
.2813 .18018+00
.2969 .18700+00 * +
.3125 .18969+00 t--- + ----- -----	 ------
.3281 .18850+00 * +
.18017+00
.3594 .16534+00
 *	 ._ +
.3750 .15253+00 *. +




.4219 .14004+00 *	 +
.4375 .12689+00






THE 90% CONFIDENCE LIMITS FOR NU=57 (x) ARE:	 CU=	 1.39722 , CL= .75097 ..,
(1) NU, the number of degrees of freedom of the spectral estimator,
is defined in Appendix I.
r•
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THE SQRT OF VARIANCE RATIO IS: 19.311%
DO YOU WANT THE SPECTRUM STORED(YES/NO)?
no
DO YOU HAVE ANOTHER SERIES(YES/NO)?
yes








NUMBER OF FREQUENCY POINTS TO BE VIEWED?
33
DO YOU WANT CONFIDENCE LIMITS(YES/NO)?
yes
DO YOU WANT.' FREQUENCY(FREQ.) OR PERIOD(PERIOD) DISPLAYED?
freq.
(1) This illustrates the usual method of calculating the
spectrum at successively smaller bandwidths ("window closing")








.0156 .73221+00 *	 +
.0313 .62610+00 *	 +




.1094 .59679+00 *	 +
.1250 .56681+00
.1406 .56516+00 - - - -	 -	 -- _	 +
.1563 .45911+00 *	 +
.1719 .26265+00 *	 +
.1875 .35751+00 *	 +
.2031 .45512+00 -- - * 	 +
.2188 .27104+00 *	 +
.2:.)44 .12386+00 -*
.2500 .15475+00 * +
.2656 .20220+00 -
.2813 .19E60+00 • +
.2969 .16452+00 -
.3125 .16827+00 * +
.3281 .22187+00 --- -
.3438 .20527+00 * +
.3594 .14452+00 *^ ^ +------ -	 ------	 - - ---- --	 --
.3750 .12858+00 * +
.3906 .14862+00 - *. -+-- - - -	 ---- - - ----	 -	
--- - --
.4063 .16991+00 * +
.4219 .14789+00 *. +
.4375 .11107+00 * • +
.4531 .10553+00
_ _	 _	 _	 _ __ _ _






THE 90 % CONFIDENCE LIMITS FOR NU=30 ARE: CU=	 1.63145 , CL=	 .68925
THE SQRT OF VARIANCE RATIO IS: 26.148 %	 -
DO YOU WANT THE SPECTRUM STORED(YES/NO)?
no
In this last example we see that the square root of the
variance ratio is about 26%; that is, fractional errors of about
26% in either direction can be expected. It was decided that with
this length of series it would be difficult to obtain both high
	 N
resolution (small bandwidth) and reliability. However, suppose
for illustration that a bandwidth parameter of 33 gives us the
proper resolution and then compare the spectral estimate obtained
using the Daniell window with that obtained using the Tukey
window.








NUMBER OF COVARIANCES TO BE USED?
362
NUMBER OF FREQUENCY POINTS TO BE VIEWED?
33
DO YOU WANT CONFIDENCE LIMITS(YES/NO)?
no
DO YOU WANT FREQUENCY (FREQ.) OR L IERIOD(PERIOD) DISPLAYED?
period
W The "n" option is supplied to suppress the initial commentary
fQr the experienced user.
I
(2) If there are N terms in the series, then to employ the
Daniell window, N covariances (including the variance) must be
calculated in ACF and used in responding to the 4th question in
ASF. If any number of covariances less than this number are
either calculated or used, a request for the Daniell window will



























































































DO YOU IATIk dT THE SPECTRUM STORED (YES/NO) ?
no
DO YOU HAVE ANOTHER SERIES(YES/NO)?
Yes








NUMBER OF FREQUENCY POINTS TO BE VIEWED?
33
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2.5600	 .14862+00	 -------- ^- __
	 - _ - _	 ---	 _
	2.4615	 .16991+00
	
2.3704	 .14789+00	 -	 --- -- - - - - _--	








2.0645	 .91251-01	 -	 "-
	
2.0000	 .64649-01	 .
DO YOU WANT THE SPECTRUM STORED (YES/NO)?
no
DO YOU HAVE ANOTHER SERIES (YES/NO)?
no
ASF TERMINATES.
We now return to the filter program and illustrate the
use of the Goodman filters (cf., ADDendix III):
--► @filter n
LENGTH F SERIES TO BE READ IN?
362
INPUT DATA FORMAT?

























DO YOU WANT TO SEE PART OF THE SERIES(YES/NO)?
no






—► @save filter, y1000r13
OR REJECT BAND(REJECT)?
i
Thus, after filtering tht series consists of 322 terms;
20 terms off of each end of the series ylOb were required to remove
the spectral content at the frequency .074 (cycles/day) or at
13.5 (days). The filter is triangular and frequencies in a
neighborhood, of length .1, centered at .074 are attenuated.
The new series was saved, and its auto covariance function was
calculated and stored. The known affect (Appendix . I) of this











NUMBER OF FREQUENCY POINTS TO BE VIEWED?
33
DO YOU WANT CONFIDENCE LIMITS(YES/NO)?
no
















































































2.0000	 .63272-01 ___ .
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DO YOU WANT THE SPECTRUM STORED(YES/NO)?
no
DO YOU HAVE ANOTHER SERIE.S(YES/NO)?'
no
ASF TERMINATES.
In order to illustrate the use of a low pass filter and
view its affect on the spectrum of the filtered series we return




















DO YOU WANT TO SEE PART OF THE SERIES(YES/NO)?
no






























0 .10000000+01 12 -.25210146-01 24
1 .74639370+00 13 .52257420-01 25
2 .24772014+00 14 .16964401+00 26
3 -.62077395-01 15 .18732763+00 27
4 -.58770868-01 16 .83261370-01 28
5 .31103434-01 17 -.17561690-01 29
6 .13050401-01 18 -.22876046-02 30
7 -.49668995-01 19 .92481258-01 31
8 -.21093979-01 20 .12817274+00 32
9 .69109890-01 21 .42624820-01
10 .87358192-01 22 -.76860528-01
11 .14558297-01 23 -.10038714+00
VARIANCE=	 .26590697+00
MEAN= -.27138641-01
DO YOU WANT THE COVARIANCES STORED(YES/NO)?
y-e s
COVARIANCE STORED.










NUMBER OF FREQUENCY POINTS TO BE VIEWED?
33





























































.3438 .15418-02	 -----------	 -
.3594
	 .12205-02











.4688.12136-02	 -_ - - - -	 --_.__ -----	 ----
.4844	 .10427-02
.5000	 .88202 -03 	------	 - - ------ ------- ---- ----- - --
DO YOU WANT THE SPECTRUM STORED(YES/NU)?
no
DO YOU HAVE ANOTHER SERIES(YES/NO)?
no
ASF TERMINATES.
The second group involves two time series and uses that
portion of TSAP shown in Figure 3. This example shows the sequence
required to obtain the coherence and phase.
`r
1













Since the filter program has already been demonstrated,
we will assume that both series are prepared for s ectral analysis-
and have been saved under the names ybh and sskp(. The first program
called is ACF:
► @acf,n

















































































































DO YOU WANT THE COVARIANCES
yes
COVARIANCE STORED.












NUMBER OF FREQUENCY POINTS TO BE VIEWED?
33
DO YOU WANT CONFIDENCE LIMITS(YES/NO)?
no



















































































DO YOU WANT THE SPECTRUM STORED(YES/NO)?
yes
SPECTRUM STORED.
DO YOU HAVE ANOTHER SERIES(YES/NO)?
yes
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NUMBER OF FREQUENCY POINTS TO BE VIEWED?
33
DO YOU WANT CONFIDENCE LIMITS(YES/NO)?
no













































































DO YOU WANT THE SPECTRUM STORED (YES/NO) ?
es
SPECTRUM STORED.
DO YOU HAVE ANOTHER SERIES(YES/NO)?
no
f
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ASF TERMINATES.
--► @xcf
XCF COMPUTES THE CROSS-COVARIANCE/-CORRELATION FUNCTION
SERIES. IT IS ASSUMED THAT THE AUTO-COVARIANCES OF THE
ARE STORED ON UNIT 1. THE CROSS-COVARIANCES ARE STORED
(IF DESIRED) AFTER THE AUTO-COVARIANCES.
DO YOU WANT COVARIANCE(COV) OR CORRELATION(COR)?
cor
INPUT DATA FORMAT OF SERIES 1?
(4el5.8)
INPUT DATA OF SERIES 1:
@add ybh
INPUT DATA FORMAT OF SERIES 2?
(4el5.8)
INPUT DATA OF SERIES 2:
@add gra.sskp
CROSS-COR. FOR SERIES 1 VS.	 2.
0 -.31068495+00 11 .68149552-01 22 -.19024821-01
1 -.32688250+00 12 .19405418-01 23 .28423370-01
2 -.23031710+00 13 .67258818-01 24 .65661986-01
3 -.15878268+00 14 .33894985-01 25 .71599943-01
4
-.97850593-02 15 .15917252-01 26 .77692746-01
5 .70688121-02 16 .44837943-01 27 .54928598-01,
6 -.78098371-02 17 .68729260-01 28 .34432033-01
7 .32410393-04 18 .30546963-01 29 -.31944079-02
8 -.14137039-01 19 -.21630687-01 30 -.27489146-01
9 .92356610-02 20 -.22341036-01 31 -.65063784-01
10 .56534438-01 21 -.36277876-01 32 -.22737283-01
CROSS-COR. FOR SERIES 2 VS.	 1.
0 -.31068495+00 11 .68149863-02 22 .22976052-01
1 .16895355+00 12 -.29895622-01 23 -.29432392-01
2 .40202706+00 13 .19673600-01 24 -.10881614+00
3 .40670389+00 14 -.28525013-01 25 -.13978173+00
4 .38908781+00 15 -.15708253-01 26 -.98344548-01
5 .27146963+00 16 .39682694-01 27 -.48471882-01
6 .16915689+00 17 .24792291-01 28 .39428172-01
7 .90782260-01 18 -.34359416-01 29 .11597794+00
8 .41205884-01 19 -.67074667-01 30 .106553?4+00
9 .65060452-02 20 -.42766543-01 31 .97206097-01
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6





XSF COMPUTES THE CROSS-SPECTRA FUNCTIONS FOR TUKEY WINDOW.
IT IS ASSUMED THAT THE AUTO- AND CROSS-COVARIANCES ARE STORED
ON UNIT 1 AND THAT THE AUTO-SPECTRA ARE STORED ON UNIT 2.
THE CROSS -SPECTRA ARE STORED ON UNIT 2 AFTER THE AUTO -SPECTRA(IF DESIREDI`
DO YOU WANT FREQUENCY(FREQ.) OR PERIOD (PERIOD)
DISPLAYED?
f req
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0
DO YOU WANT THE CO-SPECTRA AND QUADRATURES
STORED FOR TIME SERIES REGRESSION(YES/NO)?
no
XSF TERMINATES.
THE NEXT GROUP USES THE FOLLOWING PARTS OF TSAP:
FILTER I	 I MATHCON
COMB =0- SAVE I _	 – I LSR
ACF s	 01 PACF
I ASF I
The main object- of this group of examples is to illustrate
the regression and partial auto-correlation programs. This is accom-
plished by regressing one series onto two others with LSRA and then
applying ACF and PACF to the residuals. On the basis of the output
from PACF, the residual series is modeled as a second order auto-
regression. The residuals corresponding to this model are obtained
by successive applications of FILTER and COMB and then examined using
PACF and ASF.
The final example of this group illustrates LSRP.
The forward stepwise regression program, LSRA, is
illustrated first by regressing a series xl, consisting of 123
terms, onto two series, yl and time123, of the same length. The
series time 123 consists of the positive integers from 1 to 123
and was generated using MATH and MATHCON:
@as ,a gra.
—^ math
MATH VERSION 3. WHAT CAN I DO FOR YOU?
1.1 set a(i)=i.
do part 1 for i=1(1)123.
use file gra.
ROGER.
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@ 1 s r a
LSRA IS A STEPWISE MULTIPLE REGRESSION PROGRAM
WITH ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PRINTOUT.
THE RESIDUALS ARE STORED ON UNIT 8(IF DESIRED).
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS.
123








INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 1 FORMAT?
(4e15.8)
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 1 DATA:
@add yl
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 2 FORMAT?
(e15.8)
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 2 DATA:
@add gra.time123
MEANS:
1	 .39642049+01	 2	 .62000000+02
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS:
1 VS 2 =	 -.116816	 (1)1 VS Y =	 .787702	 2 VS Y	 = .515992








STANDARD ERROR OF Y	 .295757
CONSTANT	 .289935+00
	
VARIABLE	 COEFFICIENT STD. ERROR OF COEFF.
	
X 1	 .92686272+00	 .65899315-01
SSVAR=	 17.303675 SSRES-	 10.584119	 DFRES-	 121.000000
MSRES=	 .087472	 T=	 14.064830 MULTCOR-	 .620475
(1) In the computer responses, Y is a generic symbol for the
dependent variable while the symbol X, with subscripts, represents
an independent variable. The first X-variable entered is that




















X 2	 .82666745-02	 .84840725-04
SSVAR=	 10.452011 SSRES=	 .132108	 DFRES-
	
120.000000
MSRES=	 .001101	 T=	 97.437571	 MULTCOR=	 .995263




PREDICTED VS. ACTUAL RESULTS:
OB. NO.































-► @save lsra, rl
We have not printed out enough of the deviations of
predicted from actual values to decide i f the residuals are close
to being white. However, this can be determined by submitting the
residuals, saved under the name rl, to ACF and PACF:
-^ @acf,n




NUMBER OF LAGS(ZERO INCLUDED)?
21




@add rl6-. 10000000+01 7 .53026889+00 14
1	 .91360913+00 8 .58674648+00 15
2	 .86974473+00 9 .53077113+00 16
3	 .82899847+00 10 .48667117+00 17
4	 .77865961+00 11 .45664223+00 18
5	 .72503306+00 12 .41310194+00 19



















PACF COMPUTES THE PAFTIAL AUTO-CORREL.NTION AND A.R. COEFFICIENTS
UP TO ORDER K TOGETHER WI2H THE RESIDUAL VARIANCES OF THE
FITTED A.R.'S UP TO ORDER K AND THE FIRST ORDER M.A. COEFFICIENTS.
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RESIDUAL VARIANCES:
1 .18052634-03 6 .17648832-03 11 .18078887-03
2 .17389055-03 7 .17607510-03 12 .18216872-03
3 .17483730-03 8 .17784500-03 13 .17962297-03
4 .17584129-03 9 .17792252-03 14 .18171295-03
5 .17658256-03 10 .17978376-03
ORDER OF A.R. PROCESS TO BE VIEWED(O=NONE OR NO MORE)?
2
.71983778+00	 .21209436+00
ORDER OF A.R. PROCESS TO BE VIEWED(O=NONE OR NO MORE)?
0
DO YOU WANT THE FIRST ORDER M.A. COEFFICIENTS(YES/NO)?
no
PACF TERMINATES.
Because the acf attenuates, the pacf appears to truncate (1)
at the 2nd lag and the 2nd residual variance is minimum for a
2nd order a.r. model, it is reasonable to examine the hypothesis
that the residuals rl satisfy the following ? yid order a.r. model:
rl (t) - .7198rl(t-1) - .2121rl(t-2)
for t=3,4,...,123.
The construction of E(t) allows us to illustrate the
use of the "length of series to be used", "lag", and
"scale" transformations in FILTER together with the series
subtraction operator in COMB. (Of course, once it is noticed
that the residuals, rl, are auto-correlated the regression of
xl onto yl and time123 must be re-examined along the lines
suggested in Durbin [5 l or Hannan [10).)
@filter,n










--ess is a p th order auto-
normal distribution with
1/ 3N , where the N is the
example, the two standard
(1) Under the hypothesis that the pro
regression tiie kth value of the pacf has a
mean zero and standard deviation equal to
length of the series. In this particular













DO YOU WANT TO SEE PART OF THE SERIES(YES/NO)?
no







 @save filter, rll
@filter,n























MYA—N= - .80483410 -03
LENGTH= 121
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FILTER?
end
DO YOU WANT TO SEE PART OF THE SERIES(YES/NO)?
no






..► @save filter, r12
--Om-
 @filter,n



















DO YOU WANT TO SEE PART OF THE SERIES(YES/NO)?
no







The COMB program is now employed to subtract the series
r12 and r13 from ril to form E1.
If
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—► @comb,n
LENGTH OF SERIES 1 TO BE READ IN?
121
INPUT DATA 1 FORMAT?(4el5.8)
INPUT DATA 1
@add rll
LENGTH OF SERIES 2 TO BE READ IN?
121
INPUT DATA 2 FORMAT?(4el5.8)
INPUT DATA 2
@add r12
LENGTH OF OUTPUT SERIES?
121
OPERATOR TO BE USED?
sub
DO YOU WANT TO SEE PART OF THE SERIES(YES/NO)?
no





--► @save comb, kl
--^ comb , n
LENGTH OF SERIES 1 TO BE READ IN?
121
INPUT DATA 1 FORMA?(4el5.8)
INPUT DATA 1
@add kl
LENGTH OF SERIES 2 TO BE READ IN?
121
INPUT DATA 2 FORMAT?(4el5.8)
INPUT DATA 2
@add r13
LENGTH OF OUTPUT SERIES?
121
OPERATOR TO BE USED?
sub
DO YOU WANT TO SEE PART OF THE SERIES (YES/NO)?
no
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—► @ ap cf,n
MAXIMUM ORDER OF K?
10
PACF:
1 -.85908396-01	 4	 .12719820+00
	
7	 .14001438+00
2 -.24426123-01	 5	 .31113816-01	 8	 .59418262-01
3	 .12837213+00	 6 -.12368082+00
	
9	 .17003972-01
DO YOU WANT RESIDUAL VARIANCES (YES/NO)?
no
ORDER OF A.R. PROCESS TO BE VIEWED (O=NONE OR NO MORE)?
0
DO YOU WANT THE FIRST ORDER M.A. COEFFICIENTS (YES/NO)?
►des
FIRST ORDER M.A. COEFFICIENTS:
1 -.92659724-01	 4	 .12719820+00	 7 -.14001438+00
2 -.92405158-01	 5	 .31111-01-6-01	 8	 .59418262-01








NUMBER OF FREQUENCY POINTS TO BE VIEWED?
24
DO YOU WANT CONFIDENCE LIMITS (YES/NO)?
yes
DO YOU WANT FREQUENCY(FREQ.) OR PERIOD(PERIOD) DISPLAYED?
freq.
i







.0217	 .10318-03	 *	 +
	
.0435	 .94606-04	 *	 +
	
.0652
	 .83922-04	 *	 +
	
.0870	 .74053-04	 *	 +
	
.1087
	 .66422-04	 *	 +
	
.1304	 .61409-04	 *	 +
	
.1522	 .58782-04	 *	 +
	
.1739	 .63310-04	 *	 +
	
.1957	 .73549-04	 *	 +
	
.2174	 .89675-04	 *	 4
	
.2391






































THE 90% CONFIDENCE LIMITS FOR NU=36 are: CU= 1.54095 , CL= .70309
THE SQRT OF VARIANCE RATIO IS: 24.896 %
DO YOU WANT THE SPECTRUM STORED(YES/NO)?
no
DO YOU HAVE ANOTHER SERIES(YES/NO)?
no
ASF TERMINATES.
The final example involves an application of the second
LSR program, LSRP:
--ice @lsrp
LSRP IS A STEPWISE MULTIPLE REGRESSION PROGRAM WITH PREDICTIONS.
THE PREDICTION RESULTS ARE STORED(IF DESIRED) ON UNIT 8.
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS?
7






DEPED NT VARIABLE DATA:
@add g351og
Na






NUMBER OF PREDICTION VALUES?
17
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 1 FORMAT?
(e20.10)
TNDEPENDENT VARIABLE 1 DATA:
@add gra.timel7
PREDICTED VALLES:
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INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 1 FORMAT?(e20.10)
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 1 DATA:
@add gra.time





















UPPER T LOWER T
.76579+01 .76209+01
.38302-01 .30038-01
SERIES STORED IN FOLLOWING ORDER:
PREDICTION SERIES,LOWER LIMIT SERIES,UPPER LIMIT SERIES.
LSRP TERMINATES.
-^ @save lsrp, pul
0BELLCOMM. INC.	
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4.0 PROGRAM TECHNIQUES AND FLOW CHARTS
The programs are designed to operate in an interactive
mode for user ease and convenience. The syster., TSAP, is a set
of individual main programs to allow interaction with system
processors, e.g., FURPUR or MATH, without the need to exit.TSAP.
This also allows the user to devise similar programs to be used in
conjunction with TSAP, e.g., tape I/O or unpacking data. Data
output at the terminal is kept minimal since terminal I/O is so
much slower than printer I/0.
Intermediate results of interdependent programs are
stored in binary on dynamically assigned FASTRAND files 1, 2 and
8 to save redundant calculations and/or I/0. Two such "linked"
programs are ACF and PACF (PACF needs the covariances generated
by ACF). This also prevents errors in answering the same questions
in both programs.
At Bellcomm, terminal core is restricted so a maximum
series length of 1000 is built into all programs. This length
is more of a "practical computation" size than an upper core
limit and may be changed fairly easily. LSR is presently
restricted to 5 series of length 500, again changeable.
An N option is available on most of the programs to
skip the introductory commentary for the experienced user.
In ASF, the confidence limits use 90% chi square tables
for y *c '60 degrees of freedom. Exceeding this limit may cause
problems which can best be avoided by not asking for confidence
limits for such series. The on-line plots of ASF (and XSF) con-
sist of a 50 x NQ (NQ = number of frequency points to be viewed)
grid which may cause distortion problems. It also makes com-
parisons between different series more difficult. XSF plots only
the coherence (tanh -1 ) and phase to retain terminal efficiency
while giving the most pertinent data output. These problems will
be removed if a CRT display is incorporated into the system.




























































READ IN EANDWIDTH PARAMETER,
WINDOW TYPE, NUMBER OF FREQ-




































































READ IN LENGTH OF
























































CALL) (REBSOM IS A UNIVAC STAT-PACK
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SUMMARY
The original TSAP system was developed to aid in the
study of electron flux data from the earth's outer trapped
radiation belts. Since then it has been applied to a variety
of time series problems and each of these problems has influenced
its present form. As noted in the introduction, the present
content of TSAP will be increased in accordance with the needs
of future applications.
The principal feature of TSAP is the fact that it is a
terminal system. Time series analysis is ideally suited to such
a mode of operation because it requires relatively long sequences
of statistical computations which ordinarily depend directly either
on the previous computations or on statistical judgements derived
from these computations.
Simply stated, TSAP allows real time statistical judgements
to be made in time series analysis on direction of the analysis.
The versatility of TSAP is enhanced by its capability of interacting
with machine processors and user designed terminal programs.
AIf 4XhW,4"
G. R. Andersen
RA	 '^ Jam! 7^
1031-RRS ] f	R. R. Singers
Attachments






The stochastic properties of stationary stochastic
processes are well known and are concisely presented in
U. Grenander and M. Rosenblatt [8]. A recent practical approach
to the subject may be found in the book by G. Jenkins and
D. Watts [12). The definitive text in the area of multiple time
series analysis is the work by E. J. Hannan(1).
A.1 Spectral Analysis (ACF, ASF, XCF, XSF):
Let {X j (t)}, j=1,2, and t= 1,2,...,N, be finite realizations
of two jointly stationary stochastic processes. These time series
may be realizations of discrete processes or discrete series formed
by sampling a realization, E i (t), of a continuous time stochastic
process at equidistant time points, t • A, (A>0), and defining
Xj
 (t) _ j (t•A) , t=1, ... ,N.
In either case, let the centered series be denoted by
k  (t) = X  (t) - X j 	 (1)
where
N
1Xj = N Xi (t)	 ( j =1,2)
	 (2)
t=1
and form the lagg%d (--ample) cross covariance, C jk , by setting
i
N-v
Cjk (V) N F.
d=1
k  (d) kk (d+v ) , (3)
N
(l) Hannan's book will be published by J. Wiley and sons late
in 1970.
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for v=0,1,...,N--1 and extend this definition to -1,...,-N+1
by setting
C.
	 (-v) = Ckj (v)	 .	 (4)
In an attempt to be consistent with most mathematical
treatments of stationary stochastic processes, we will introduce
the basic computational definitions concerning spectra for a
unit sampling interval and consider frequency to have the dimensions
of radians per unit of time. It is then a simple matter to trans-
form the spectral estimators to the more practical form used in
the programs where the data spacing is an arbitrary positive
constant, o, and frequency is in terms of cycles per unit time.
The sample auto-spectrum, g jj , of the jth time series
is defined in terms of the sample auto-covariance function, Cjj,
and a lag window, w, by setting
gjj (A) = gjj (A ;W) _
N-1





w(M) Cjj (v)cos (av) )	 (5)
where JXJ -` ,r. The positive integer M, the bandwidth parameter,
determines the bandwidth of the spectral window with Fourier 	 It
coefficients w (M) = w (M) , v=0,1, ... ,N-1.
Two types of spectral windows are available in TSAP:
the Tukey window and the Daniell window. The lag windows corres-
ponding to these spectral windows are as follows:
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(i ) Tukey :
1 (1+cos (Try))2






W(Y) = W  (y) _
1	 y=0 .
The use of the iukey window in (5) requires that only
M lagged covariances (including the variance) be calculated;
whereas, using the Daniell window requires all lagged covariances
that can be calculated frog. a series of length N, namely N
(including zero). For this reason the Daniell window should only
be used on relatively short series (say, N < 500).
If we denote the spectral window corresponding to
W(R) by WM, then
N-1
WM (s) = 2L E w (M)eivs	 (6)
-N+1
I sI`,r.
Although the reader should consult any one of the
above mentioned references for details on spectral analysis
(cf. the bibliography for additional works), we will indi-
cate'the relationship between the spectral window and 4jj.
1? ,we set w identically equal to 1 in (5) we obtain
the .(continuous) periodogram g jj (1;1). Integrating the product
WM (A-s)g'j (s;l) with respect to s over the interval (-w,w) we
obtain
tii
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T1
g jj (a;w) _ 
f7r
WM (a-s) ^ 	(s;l)ds (7)
Ja) -` r.. This exhibits the sample auto-spectrum as a weighted
average of the periodogram. With the Daniell window this
averaging is approximately uniform over the interval (a-h,a+h)
where h = n/M. The relationship between the sample auto-
spectrum formed with the Tukey window and the periodogram is
more easily seen directly from (5) where a simple cosine identity
leads to
4gjj(Xk-1%1)+^gjj(Xk%1)+4 jj(Xk+1%1) for k=1,2,...,Q-1
gjj (ak ^WT)	 gjj (0;1) +4jj (a l ;l)	 , for k = 0	 (8)
gjj (n %1)+ 4 gjj (aQ-1;1) , for k = Q
where X  = nk/Q, k=0,1,...,Q.
Since g jj (•;1)
 is proportional to the modulus squared
of the discrete Fourier transform of the time series, (8) is often
used for computation when a fast Fourier transform (FFT) is avail-
able. The first extension of TSAP will include a FFT routine for
use in model estimation. At that time either (8) will be used or,
following Gentleman and Sande [ 6], (5) will be used with the lagged
covarianras calculated using the FFT and the convolution theorem.
i
If the time series (Xj (t)}, t = 1,2,...,N, is related to
a finite realization of E j (T), 0 < T =< T, of a stationary process
by Xj (t) _ ^ j (At), 0>0, NA <- T, then the right-hand side of (5),
multiplied by A and 'caking a in (-n/A, n/o), defines an estimate
(call it g^ (M of
+W
gj (a) _	 ^j (a + 2 A r ) ,	 a	 <
r=- m
where ® j is the spectrum of ^j.
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Hence, g j
 will be approximately equal to ^j
A is chosen in such a way that ^(s) ti 0 for Isl >
called Nyquist frequency (cf., R. B. Blackman and J.
Then
9i(a) , Iai < Tr/o
0 i (A) I	
t 0	
• 
I A I > n/A
only if
the so-
. Tukey [ 3 ]) .
and g^ M , Ia( -` n/o is an estimate of the spectrum of ^
We now state the computational forms used in TSAP,
allowing for data spacing, A, and requiring that frequency be in











where ak = 2M
	
,k"0,1,...,M1. Ml is selected by the user and
1 
o
is generally between M and 2M. The proper bandwidth parameter, M,
depends on the unknown spectrum and is usually found (if possible)
by the technique of "window closing" (cf., (121). Taking M to be
5, 10 and 20 %
 of the record length N is a reasonable rule of thumb.
A compromise must usually be made between resolution and
Rccuracy. As a guide to the accuracy of the estimate, ; .he square
toot of the variance ratio, var ( fi 7 (a) / f j J (x)), is printed out at
the end of ASF. This quantity is (3/4) (M/N) for the Tukey window
and M/N for the Daniell window. The user also has the option
of having 90% confidence limits p' .otted with the sample auto-
speutrum. These are the usual limits based on the approximation
which states that v • f.^(a)/f M, where f
	 the true (but
unknown) auto-spectrum, is a chi -square random variable with v
degrees of freedom, with v = (8/3)(N /M) in the case of the Tukey
window and v = 2 N/M for the Daniell window. (Cf., Grenander and
Rosenblatt [ 8 ] . )
(1) For simp-icity we will state them for the Tukey window only
since this is all that is available in the cross
-spectral segment
of TSAP.
(2) The user may cnocse to plot f^^ against period,akl,
k=1,2,...,Ml.
N
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0





and {;^k (t)} are computed by
M-1




qjk (a z ) _ A	 (C^k(v) - Ck ^ (v))wT(MM^)
1V=l 
respectively, where a^ = 2M 0
1	 1,
These functions are used to compute the sample
coherence [ 2
pjk	
° ) + qik (^^ )	 f.. (a )	 f	 (a ) > 0
f]] (a^) kk (a^)	
JJ R	 kk R
Ya k (> R ) _
0	 otherwise
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-1 q jk (aR)tan
	
	 pjkGz > 0
Pjk(^R)
O jk (a R ) _
-1 gjk(1^R)
tan	 - II, pjk (a R ) < 0
Pik ( a R )
A R = 2M p, 	 R=O,1,...,Ml. For definiteness the phase is set1
equal to2 if p. k (A R ) = 0.
7
A.2 Auto-Regression Coefficients, Residual Variance, and Partial
Auto-Correlation Function .(PACF)
All estimates in this section (1) are based on the sample
auto-correlation function r(v)  = C(v) /C(0),  where
N-v
C( v ) = N-1 E x  Xt+v'
t=1
We use the results of Durbin [5]:
Letting a (1 l) = r(1), Vl = 1, choose a positive integer
k S N-1, and define a k ) , a ^),..., ak ) by setting
We assume that the time series under discussion is










= (r (s) - a ￿s-1)r (s-1) - a2(s-1)r (s-2) - ... - as s l l) r (1) )/Vs - 1 (1)
where
Vs-I = 1 - a
(s-1)




a (s) =	 (s-1) -	 (S) (S-1)a 	 	 r=l,...,s-1	 (3)r	 r	 s s-r
Then ass) , s=2,...,k, are the partial correlation coefficients
measuring the correlation between members of the time series
2,...,k time units apart with the linear effect of intervening
observations removed. The terms ais),...,a(s) are t1he least
s
squares estimators of the autoregression coefficients in the
s 
th 
order a. r. model.
Y (t) = a ly (t-1) + ... + a sy (t-s) + C(t)	 (4)
The quantity
cE (s)	 NN -1 (^) Vs	 (5)
c
;.
is an estimator of the residual variance of the model in (4),
i.e., the variance of e(t). Vg satisfies
Vs = Vs-1 (1-. (..ass:)) 2)
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APPENDIX II
This appendix contains an explanation of the
transformations available in FILTER. Let {X(t): t=1,...,N) be
a given time series, then a request for "center" transforms
X(t) into X(t) - X, where X is the sample mean (cf. Appendix I);
symbolically
Center: X (t) -►
 X (t) - X
Similarly,
^: X (t) e 	 (t)
Log: X(t) log	 (t)	 ,	 if X(t)	 >eX 0, for all t;
Logl0 X(t) -► log10 X (t) ,	 if X(t)	 > 0, for all t;
Diff: X(t) X(t)	 - X(t-1)
10**: X(t) 10X (t)
Sqrt: X(t) /R(t)	 , if X(t)	 >= 0, for all t;
Abs: X (t) X (t)	 ;
Scale: X(t) aX(t), where the real number a is supplied
by the user.
The transformation "LAG", accompanied by a user response
k,	 1 < k -< N-1, deletes the first k term from the series, i.e, it maps





When the high pass Tukey filter (A. S. Alvia and
G. M. Jenkins, [11) is requested, the following linear transformation
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m
(FTm) X) (t) _	 X, x (t-j)	 (1}
j=-m
is applied to the series {X(T): T=l,...,y}, where
t=m+1,...,N-m(1) and a^=1 - 1m,
a = a
=
(1 + cos ( 37r
3	 M
The corresponding frequency response function
m
Am
 M	 x  c -)s (a j ) constitutes the Tukey high pass filter;
-m
its effect on the auto-spectrum, f, of the process generating
the time series {X(t)} is well-known and given by








(l) The length, 2m+1, of the moving average (1) is specified
by the user.
n
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6
The low frequency portion of the series X(t)
corresponding to the lcw pass filter with frequency response
i - Am
 (X) is just X (t) - (FTm ) X) (t) , t=m+1, ... ,N-m.
The Goodman band pass filter, as presented by
N. R. Goodman [ 71 and extended in the Biomedical Computer
Program [ 41, is a trapezoidal band pass filter constructed
from a series of overlapping triangles of unit height wi^:h
base length 2/mo (1) , using 2m+1 pieces of data. The high
pass filter that we refer to as a Goodman high pass filter is
a simple modification of Goodman's results constructed for use
in TSAP.
The linear transformation of {X(t)} which produces a
bandpass filter with center frequency a 0
 using n triangles (2)
and 2m+1 pieces of data is given by
( FNma X ) (t)0
m
I: a i X (t-j )
j=-m
t=m+1,...,N-m, where s0 = 2n/m,
sin(RIM)





am	 n+1 m (.08)cos(ma 0 ) ,
(1) When frequency is in dimensions of cycles per unit
time and data spacing is A>0.
(2) See Figurea A.II.2 and 3 for examples with n=2 and
ri= 3.
r
(Frequency, Hz)^p — of cciiu uO	 up , 01 " r"Alu
ao — I /m0 ao + I /MA
0
r
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provided that (n+l)/2mA <-0 s 2 0 (1 - a+--')
FIGURE A.II.2
1/2A
ao — 2 /m0	 as	 ao +2/m0	 (Frequency, Hz)
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The length of the base of the trapezoid is then (n+l)/mo.
The modification of the band pass to high pass filter
mentioned earlier is accomplished by observing that the Goodman
filters are symmetric with respect to the origin and add if the
base of the trapezoid defining the band pass filter on (0, 1/2a)
overlaps 1/20 (or the origin).
FIGURE A.II.4
The program requests the number of triangles, a, and
2m+1 and tells the user the cut-off point:




This appendix contains listings of all main programs
presently implemented in TSAP except for SAVE (1) and MATHCON(1)
both to be in BAPL (BELLCOMM APPLICATIONS PROGRAM LIBRARY) on




DATE OF PRESENT ENTRY - 12/1/70
UOUOUZ UU0 DATE OF LAST E14TRY -	 11/30/70
0OU0015 UU0
000004 -UUU- ---PRESENT CUNTENTS:
OOU0u5 UUO
OOUpUb UUU U) SAVE - PROGRAM TO CONVE RT A FORTRAN GENERATED DATA
0000u/ UU0 FILE TO SOF(SYSTEM DATA FORMAT) ELEMENT FILE.
OOuOus UU0 1) FILTER* - PROGRAM TO FILTER OR TRANSFORM A DATA SE_R_I_ES.
66u009 -UUU L1 ACF - AUTO-COVARIANCE/CORRELATION PROGRAM.
000010 U00 J) PACE - PARTIAL AUTO-CORRELATIONM._PROGRA
0OU011 uuu 4) ASF* - AUTO-SPECTRUM PROGRAM.
00Ugl2 UuU 51.LSRA -- _ .4E/!ST SQUARES -MULTIPIE_ REGRESSION PROGRAM
000013 JUU WITH AN ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PRINT OUT.
OQUOIw _	 uu. 4_	 ...	 _. bZ_XCF_._ -_S}Ro55-_COVARIL%&/CORRELAUgh P.ROGRAM___----.. --------•-
00u015 uuu 7) XSF* - CROSS-SPECTRUM PROGRAM.
00()014 UU0 8) COMB - PROGRAM TO. COMBINE_ IWQ_.T1NIE.. SERIES ._
OOuUl/ UUO 9) MATHCON* - PROGRAM TO CONVERT MATH DATA SERIES TO
0OU016 UUO FORTRAN._DATA SERIES..
OODU19 000 lU) LSRPI - LEAST SQUARES MULTIPLE REGRESSION PROGRAM
000020 UUU	 -_....- -	 _	 _ .41-lli .PJ*M1M0N LIMIT5,_ 	
-00u021 UU0 * - REVISED ENTRY
000042 uu0 n - NEW ENTRY	 -------------_._ _...._._.--- ---_._--_ . 	 _	 --
(1) Both programs were written by C. Mee.
0
I
6!jI-JGL,is/ fSAP - TIfAE SC.:RIES ANALYSIS PACKAGE//
H.F1LfERvJrJ
UUU C011PILED BY 1201 BCS7C urv, 01 DFC 70 AT 12:28:17.
N PHU6HAM
RAGE USED: CODE(1) 0015651 DATA(0) 002410 1
 ZLAW COMMON12)--UGOU00

















-ZAGr- ASSIGNMENT (BLOCKo TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATIONP NAME)
ul UO -003D 1L Off 01' D -U(M45-- IDZ- uuou 002012 ioUF'----- TODD -.	
-
0(Y 065 1




JU UU2312 112F 0000 00 2321 113F  0000 002177 114F 0000 0_02150 1




uu UU2255 121E 000u 002324 122F 0000 002246 123F 0000_ 002155 1
JU u02lub 140E
_
0001 000071 1426 0001 000111 1	 G
_
!X01 ^000$25 1^
J1 000345 18L _
 0001 - — 000132 2L 0001 000365 20L 0000 002074 2',
)1 UU6214 2116 0001 000424 22L 0001 000221 2216 000i'---666235 2
Ji 00025_1 242E 0001 000614_ 25L 0001 000274 2526  0001 000315 21:
Ji 0OU3s 5 2E72 0001
	 --- -600746 28L 0001 001022 2-9r- ^b001 001-270 3
J1_ 000440 3216 _ 0001
 001440 33L 0001 000500 3466 0001_ 000545 3
U1 Uulubb 4556 ODU1 001117
_ —
463G 0001 001355 50L
_
0001 001531 5.
JIUU1346 5_ 36 0001 001554 53L 0001 001430 5546 0001 001500 5i
U1 OU1517 606G 0001 000225 8L 0000 R 001777 A IYH6 ft Oa^003 l^
JU H OU2UOb CP . _ R 002003 DEL 0000 R 001750 FMI 0000 R 001756 F




0000 I 002006 ISO
_ _ - 
0060 I OOi-766 I)U I_ UU171S_K_ 1_ 1767 L	 _Q000	 00 0000 I 001776 M 0 000 1 . _001770 _N
13 L OODUUO OPTION OOOU R 002007 SF 0000 R 001772 SM 0000 R 002o64 -W'
1*	 C
2* C TITLL	 FILTER - A PROGRAM TO FILTER OR TRANSFORM A
i
SINGERb/tSAP - TIME stRits
3* C DATA SERIES.
4* c
b* C AUTHOR R- ReSINGERS
b* c
1* C SPONSOR G-(t,AN6Eik1,j
84 C
9* C DATE AUGUSTP1970
lu* C
11* C KEY WORDS FILTER
ld* C TRA14SFQRMTLj^A­.-----
1,5 * c
14* C PURPOSE TO APPLY ONE OR MORE OF-AL15T - QF -F j-LTERS.OR-
lb* c THAN!>FORmS TO A DATA SERIES.
17* C METHOD THE PROGRAM IS DESIGNED IN AN INTERACTIVE MODE
lb* C
-A!jKING.FQR.-C RTAZ4 _PARAMETERSP
19* c THE INPUT DATA SERIES * THE PROCESS IS SEQUENTIAL
do* C ALLOWING MORE TWA ONE. F I LTER.-QR--TRANSFORMAT ION
21* c TO BE APPLIED TO THE SAME SERIES*
dd* c
2j* C NOTE 1)	 A DYNAMICALL Y ASSIGNED FILE ( UNIT 8)	 IS











-10-0- FO R MAT (/' 	 If FILTER 91 CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING FILTERS:'/' C
,5b* LNTER, E XP-0* LdG--P -D 
I 
RF- 	 *- Z-06-1 0 P SOR T v LAG F ABS v TUKE Y (H I GH AND LOW
J6* .)PGODUMANPI/I SCALE-'/ • TO TERMINATE THE FILTER SEQUENCE•REPLY WIT
s7* .h	 "LND 11 . 0 / 9 THE FINAL SERIES IS STORED ON UNIT S(IF DESIREDT*tT----
-.-W-R1TLJ(.6.v1-QL--
39* 101 FORMAT(' LENGTH OF SERIES TO BE READ IN?')
4-U * REAJ 	 -v2kQtEND=53)N' L5
41* 20u FORMAT(	 )
42* . _ _.. jF (N,GT,MX)GO TO 51
43* 201 FORMAT(6A6)
44*





48* 104 FORMAT('	 INPUT DATA:')
40 * READ ( 5vFMItEND=53)(X(I ) vI=1vN)
-
bu* WRITE(6r140)
bl* 14U FORMAT(' LENGTH OF SERIES TO BE USED?')
READ t 5, t2nQ iENn=5A) N
SM=00
t)4* DO 3 I=I@N
!)b* 3 SM=SM+X(I)
56* ------ SM SM/N
b7* WRITE(6PI05)SM ► N
50o ---- 10b I MEAN=' • E15,8/,•
 LEN6TH= 9 p15/// 9 FILTER?')--­­-­—f-V.RK&j
b9* 4 READ(5#201•END= ►3)	 IFL
SINGEtiS/TSAR - YIME SERIES ANAL TSI PACKAGE/
—60 - _ -	 - MIFL.EG ."END
	
I IG(J - -	
-	
-
bl• _ IF(IFL.NE.'CENTER•)G0 TO 6
-----
	 ---b2 00 5 I=1:::	 —	 -




bb* DU 7	 I=1,N
b7* 7 XIII=ABS(X(I))_
b8* GO TO 2
b9* a








12* GO TO 2
/J* 10 IF(IF"L.NE-'UIFF	 ')GO TO 12
/4* N=N-1
/5* UO 11
	 I= I PN _	 V^
/b* 11 X(I)=XlI+1)-XIII
Il* GO i0 2
/,)* 12 IF(1FL.'JE.'1U**	 ')GO	 TO 14
/ y * LA	 1.5	 I=1rN
hU4 13 X(1)=10**X(1)
di* GU Tu 2
be n 14 IF(1FL.`JE•1LOG1U	 @ )GO	 TO 16
d^* LJ	 1'^	 I=1^'J
^w* 15 X(I)=ALOGIU(X(I))
u5• GO	 TL,	 2
bu* lb IFUl : L. 1E. ISGRT	 ')GO TO 19
b/• ;,1
	 17	 I=1•'J
tso • i7 X(i)=SGPT(X(I))
tt y * oD Tu 2
!U* I Ir ( IFL. IF.'cXP	 # )GO	 TO 20
91* U,)	 1 ,4	 1=101
Nc* 19 X(I)=EYP(X(l))
93* GO	 TL,	 2
94* 29 I )Go TO 22
9J* W?ITt(b ► 1r)b)
9b • 100 F'*)R'-.AT (i	 t10HF:ER	 OF	 L, GS?' )
9/* H-Au(` 200fEiJO=53)J
9b • 14='•1-J
49* u0	 :I	 I =1• ^J
IUU* G1 X(1)=X(1+J)
1.11* GO To 2
1U2* G2 IF(IFL-?IE.'TUKEY	 I )GU	 TO 25
IU3* 06.1ITE(6r131)




lUb* 10(s FU^(MAT(v	 HIGH PASS(HIGH) OR LOW PASS(LOW)?•)
lu g * krr0(5.20ItEND= 53)rl
11J* UO	 44	 I=1 •"J
111 • Ic(I.LE.K.^H.I.GT.N-K)GO TO 24
lIJ* DO 23	 I:=-K#K
114* AL=-1./(K+1-)*(.5+.5*COS(II*3914159/(K+1.)))
115• IF(11.E1.))AL=1.-1./1K+1.1
ilb* 23 A= A1•NL *X(I +II)
I
7.
SINGPERWTSAF — TIPW SERIESANALYSIS PACKAGE//
—TIT+ — ---- IF(M.EG. LW




120*  _	 N=N-J+1
121* GO TO 2





127* 115 FO!lMAT(' NUMBER OF TRIANGLES?')^
126* READ(5r200rEND=53)	 NO
129* WRITC(6r124)
13v* 124 FORMAL('	 DATA SPACING?')
1,11* REAu ( 5 r 2 0 0 r EN0=53) DEL
1J2* WRITE( 4r116 )
1315* 110 FOR;•iwT('
	 HIGH PASS(HIGH)r-LOW PASS(LOW)o ,
 PASS BAND^r
1.54* '(PASS) 	 OR REJECT- BAND (_REJECT )2' )
1.55* kEAu(5r201rEND=53)M
1.56* IF(M.EQ.1HI6H99ORrM.E2,'L0W')
	 GO TO 28
1J7* *R1TL(6r114)
1.5b* 114 FORAAT I t CE14IFN FR QU N 1_f)
1159* REAj(5r200rENr1=53)	 W
14u* w= m*i)LL*6.2d3l8
1+1* GO TO 29
142* 28 CP=.5	 K-1.-2.*N01/K /DE L
143* WRIT06r117)	 CP
1+4* 117 FOR•1AT('	 C(J( —OFF EREQUENCY	 IS-9rF10.7)
145* NR1TL(6ril3)
146* 116 Fo&-u,T('	 DO YOU wANT TO CHANGE INPUT VALUES(YES/NO)?')
147* RLAV(5r201rEN0=53)I
14o* IF(1.EQ.'YES1)
	 GO TO 25
1+ y * 1.=3.14159*(1.—FLOAT(40)/FLOATiK))
15U* 29 LO	 c i	 1=1 0.4
151* IF(I.LE.K.OR.I.GT.N-K)	 GO TO 27
152* ;,=u.






1t)9* 26 A=A+AI_*X (I' 1 I )
16U* 1F(a1.EQ.'LOW'.OR.M.EQ.'REJECT')A=X(I)_-A
1)I* X(I-K)=A
lug * c7 CONTINUE
l04* 60 TO 2
lob* JO Ir(IFL-NE.'SCALEr)GO TO 52
loo* wRITE:(6r1114)
lot* 119 FORMAT(' SCALE OPERATOR(ADO/MPY)?')
100* REAU(5r201)IS0
109* W-RITZ (6r 120)
170* 120 FOR!.IAT('	 SCALE FaCTOR?' )
171* kEAU(5r200)SF




SINGERS/TSAN — tIME SrkIES ANALYSIS PACKAGE// 	---- ,	 _
174# 31 IrQSO.Et5.vRPY')x(I)=X(I)#SF
	 —
1 7 5* GJ TO 2
176* b0 WRITE(6r109)




fly* READ (5 r 20l r EWD=53) IFL
id" IF(IFLefJE.•YES•)GO To 33
Lai* itRITE ( 6r123)less* 123 F0R---AT('	 .41AT PART(INITIAL•FINAL ► STEP)?')






10l« lcl FJ't.iAr(•	 ; 30 YOU WANT TIIE FINAL SERIES STORED•.
lJj* ' (YES/:4o)? r )
109* KLAJ(5'2L1 vLN:)=53) IFL
i`iv* ll (ItL.rJE.' YLS	 •) GO TO 53
191* '*RITL( 6r10Z)
l y2* 1U^ f )RAAl ('	 JUTN I IT DATA FOR'4AT? • )
1>3* ItLAv lSr2G1 «E:.,^i=53)F(a0
1"+* CALL CSF(?pASrNrl)
1 OAF A'tI 1Ll ^'ri'.JJ (Y l I1 r I=1 ► :'))
1'^ / « l lv 1= )R. IA I (•	 SI=I^:CS
	 ST0RL0. • )
1 ^^* 5)	 rQ	 t)?
n".:1c;-^rllliL
2Ju* lli FU•'':;,. ; («
	 L'--




2v^« lN)	 11.:	 1
2ui* 5c I{L(^rl)^1
Guv+ llc U :r ,,7 (•	 F TL-IL'2	 i;riT	 -iECO GINIZED« TRY 	 AGAIN*')2U t^ r tIT^(^r11J)
2J V* 11.5 F:)r'.p. i('	 1 1L1=Et?')
.!U!* u 	 T	 4
ZJ;«
^^^ I* 12^ r:)1<saI (•	 I= (LTER	 TEP 01N:.TES. •)
	 _
* (.ALL 'LAi r
	 -_
L 11 • E.vU




	 TIME SERIES ANALYSIS PACKAGE//
000 COMPILED BY 1201 BCS7E ON 01 DEC 70 AT 12:28:49.
N PROGRAM
	 --	 - -	 - —
kAGL USED: CODE ( l) 0005010 DATA(0) 004145s -BL	 1 0-0000D	 -
ERNAL REFERENCES IBLUCKP (JAME)
U3	 OP I LON
U4 CSF
u5 Exll









t%A:-,L A551vNML.IT	 (OLOCK ►





















0000 R 003720 F
0000 I 003730 I
0000 I 003736 N









THE Au TO-COVARIANCES OF A DATA SERIES
A 1 4D IF I)ESIRED• THE AUTO-CORRELATIONS.
i
U1 JJUU'1U IL OL01 000422 10L 0000 004004 100F
uu UU4u.53 •03F L:000 00404') 10'+_F 0000 004043 105F
uu i)u4uDb i0br OUGJ 004066 109F 0000 004073 11OF
uu Uu4lzl 122r ODUI 0001x,9 1b3G 0001 000200 1746
uu uJ4623 :01F O(jul 000211 202G 0001 000226 207G
ul OuU640 e5lt., ODU1 000103 3L 0001 000416 301G
ul UJU4J2 DiL uL;01 600462 52L _0001 000470 53L
Uu R	 UO3"x26 AC 0000 R 003744 b 0000 R 000000 C
uu 1	 uu3745 iC 0000 1 003733 ICO 0000 I 003743 II
UU 1	 U f.)37.)1 L 0060 I 003735 I^ 0000 I 003742 MR















SINGERS/ISAF' -TIME S[AIES ANALYSIS PACKAGE/T
6
lb* C METHOD THE PROGRA IA
 TS DESIGNED TN AN Tt4TERAMVE MODE
17* C	 _ ASKI14G FOR CERTAIN PARAMETERS AND A DATA SERIES.
18* C THE STANDARU METHOD OF COMPUTING THE AUTO-COVARIANCES
19* C Is ThEN APPLIED.
20* C
11* C MUTE 1)	 A DYNAMICALLY ASSIGNED FILE	 (UNIT 1)
	
IS
ems* C USED TO SAVL THE AUTO-COVARIANCES (WHEN
1,5* C SNECIFIEJ)
















-14* 99 P):,AT(/' ACF COMPUTES THE Al 1TO-COVARIANCE/CORRELATION FU
.^J* .11C11014 (,F A
	 THE COVAPIANCES ARE STORED ON UNIT 1 IN 9INA
Ju* .I(Y(IF V1 CONSECUTIVE ORDER.')
J,5* lUu F0R,,0(/'	 Ju	 YOU WAIT COVARIA"•ICE(COV)rCORRELATION(COR)
	 OR
J `^ » EiJ7 ^' )
4„ * i%L:At)(br200vLt)D=5;5) I C 0	 =_
'Ja* 2l1U F')'? . +ln
 i (nAh)	 °-
TO 50
4^t a e. 2IIG(br1U1)








in Au(` v?(i1rE.IJD =53)P'
^:. Ii (,.OT.14);J	 TO	 52
^3* 105 F^);l•1AI ('	 IAPUT
	
JATA	 FORMAT?')
D4* hC AL) (')r2U(ir END =5 3)FNT	 =	 =	 __
>ur lU4 J-l,(i.l ('	 I'IPUT
	
DATA: I )	 -_
5/+ RI:A	 ('jr:.1TPEiI n=53) (Y ( I) r I=1rN
E)a* A=)-	 -—
- -uc+ L1	 )	 J=1 r' I
u.J* 5 A=A+((J)*Y(J+I)





/u* aI	 ('•11+.OT.l') ),Vp=10
/2* 7
_
e:2: T L (4r1( l`))IJ r C( J+l)r,(=Ir n^1rII) 	 _-
.
i
/,5*	 1V5	 FORMAT (4([4.[15.8)) 	 '----'--- '-----------'-
/°*	 IF(IL0.LQ.,C0n')wRlTE(8:106)A______










61*	 107	 FORMAT('	 nE4N=^"[15"8)
ue*	 1 _	 _	 ____	 wRlT^(/6"&pg)_
au*	 108
	
^OxwAT(^ UV You WANT THE CPvAR%ANCES SroREQ(YES/mo)?«)
u**	 REx0(5^200"EwO=53)lC
u!)*	 IF( !C.m[.'vES^)GO TO-^	 --------'---- --- '--------
bb*	 WRlTL(l)w.w
U7*	 lF(lco.N[.»CoR")G0 T0 10
uo*	 '	 -_--'	 '_-	 - UO9 1=10M'___'--_--_-	 --89*	 e	 C(%)=4*C<Ix
y u*	 zO	 WRlT[(1)(C!%),l=1vMJ--' -__ ----_----___-____-----_-__-__
91*	 w9lTL(6"109)
91e*	 109
	 '	 FORMAT (v-COVARlANCL.5TO 
*.3*	 G0 Tu 1	 sy**
	 V	 'LND £l^E.-1---__-_--___-__
*t)*	 wEwImD	 1
»b*	 Go T0 5^-- -_-_-__---- 	 ----------__-----__---___.-'--__---











	 ------  	 ^
J»4*	







 FORMAT(' ACF TERMINATES-9)
zo/*	 CALL EXIT
1o8*	
-	 ^^N^-	 - 	 _-------__-_---_----	 --	 -













'	 SINGERS/TSA — TIME SERIES APJALYSI PACKAGE/7
R.PACF PJPJ — 	 	 —
J00 COMPILED fY_1201 BCS7E ON 01 DEC 70 AT 12:29:01.
I PRUGRAM
TAGS USED: CODE(l) UU -0555; 0ATAT -U) OU7457; SLAW rUMMOW2-T-TTOOIIUD










13 I4S I CH$
,AGL A.)SivwMLN7
	
(ULOChr TYr'Lr RELATIVE ^LOCATIONr NAME)
J1 UuUu2b LL ODUl	 000413 10L	 -0000 - 007253 10
-
OF	 = 0000 007317 1
JU Ju/3-lu 104F ULUl)	 007343 105F	 0000 _007376 106F	 = 0000 007405 1
Ju uJ 735u i09F ULuO	 007353 11OF	 -	 0001 =	 000011	 IlOG	 - 0000 007420 1
J1 UJU11U 1476 UUul	 000155	 157G .	0001 _0002 3 172G 0000 007250 2
J1 UuU243 2060 0001	 000273 2246
	
0001 000310 230G 0001 000350 21
J1 UuU4J5 277b 060(	 000470 304G
	 0001 000525 323G 0001 000354 51
J1 UUU544 53L LLUO R 030000 A
	 0000 D 007224 AO 0000 D 007226 A
JU U uJlc32 UEN OUu)	 -2	 007216	 F)aT	 0000 I 007240 I
	 = 0000 I 007234 I	 i
Ju 1	 UU7241 K 0000 1 007246 KO
	
0000 I 007242 L 0000 I 007243 L
JU 1	 Ju7 1^ 41 14A 000-1	 1	 007237 M-L0000 I 007245 M1 0000 I 007236 N
J3 L UJUJJU OPTION
_
ULOO IJ 007216 R -6	 -06-D 0720 RI 0000 D 007222 R.
1*	 C =
t*	 C T1TLL PACT - PARTIAL AUTO-CORRELATION^ROGRAM.
4*	 C AJTHUR R - R.;INGERS
0*	 C Sr'O;JSJIi Go H,ANDERSEN =_
7 *	 C —_
b*	 C GATE. AUGUSTr1970 -	 —	 — —
9*	 L
lu*	 C KEY WORDS FAQTIAL AUTO-CORRELATION —_
11*	 C ^ _
!c*	 C PUR13USL TO CGi^;PUTE THE PAPTIAL AUTO-CORRELATION
13*	 C COEFFICIErJTS AN'J THE CORRESPONDING VARIANCES
14*	 C OF UP TO 30 LAGS GIVEN- THE AUTO-CCVARIANCES.
15*	 C THE F"iRST ORDER MOVING AVERAGE COEFFICIENT










SINGERS/TSAPTIME SERIES ANALYSIS PA
`Tq* --	 - -	
-?3K IfJ^ F OR ZERT7^iRPARAMETEMbe IT lb A5bUMED-- 	 - -
2U* C 
	 _THAT ACF WAS EXECUTED AND THE AUTO-COVARIANCES
21*	 C	 SAVED. THE STANDARD METHOD OF COMPUTATION IS USED.
23*	 C NuTE
	 1) THE AUTO-COVARIANCES ARE A SUMEb
24*	 C	 BE STORED (ON UN LT










IF(GNTIOr4('N • ) )GO	 TO . J.
J3* wRITL(6r100)
34* l0U FOR,-'AT(' HACF COMPUTES THE PARTIAL AUTO-CORRELATION AND A
3`.)* .•R. COEFFICIENTS'/' uN TO ORDER K TOGETHER WITH THE RESIDUAL'#
Sus
.' VARIANLLS OF THE'/' FITTED A.R." S UP TO ORDER K AND THE FIRST'•
.37* .'	 ORDER (-.A.	 COEFFICIENIS.')
3b* 1 hRIrE(or101)
39* lul FQQf-,AT(/'	 AAXIMUM ORDER OF K?')
4u* kEAJ(5r201rEN0= 53)M
 __'
41* 10l FOR,-:,AT(	 )
4c:* IFIM,.GT.mXhiO TO 51
4J* READ(1);10L
44* KEAU(1)(CO(I)rI=l ► ML)
4J* A(lrl)=CO(2)/CO(l)
46* DO 4 K=3rM
4/* L=K-1
4b* L 1 =L -1	
-
49* kU=C0(1)
5u* r,tl'1=LL (K) /RU
5G* ^•U c
	






^j7* 2 UE')=LjEN-Al*02/R0	 =	 -_
5b* AO=.IUM/QEN	 _	 —-
5'i* A(LrL)=40
bu* 00 3




ur* 10 FOR;4AT(/f PACE')
	 J
bb* wirZITL(Gr104)(A(JrJ)rJ=lrM1)
u7* 104 FOr4ilAT(/(t E15.9) )
U3* wrZITEl6r1(1^)	 =-
u y * 100 FOR;IAT ( t
	
00 YOU WANT P. ESIDUAL VARIANCES' #
/u* I ( YES /I1 1))?' ) 
/1 * HEAu(bp ?U0 #LNr)=53)I
/i:* 1F(I•rgE•'YFS')GO	 TO	 5
/J* 61)	 7	 L=1r r 1
14* V(L) =CO(l)




SINGERS/TSAP - TIME SERIES ANALYSIS PACKAGE /7
-^^ -^— —	 - 
—VTCT=V t	 -	 r	 *	 —	 - -	 —




78* WRITE( 6t105)	 -	 --	 — -
79* 105 _^.	 FORMAT(/' RESIDUAL VARIANCES: ► )
800 WRITE(6.104)(V(I),I=lrM1)
81* b WRITE(h#109)
82* 1U9 FORMAT(I ORDER OF A.R— . ^^E^TO BE VIEWED ►►
8J* 0	 '(O=NONE OR NO MORE)?r_)
84* REAu(5v20lvEND=53)K0
db* IF(KO.FO.0)GO TO 10
8b* WRITtI
	
► 104)(A(Kp ► I)II=1rK0)	 -
b7* GO TO 5
bb* 10 ARITE(6r110)
b9# llu FORMAT(' DO YOU WANT THE FIRST ORDER M.A.'r
9u* '	 CQEFFICIE14TS(YES/NO)?')




9J* JU	 y	 K =1 r'•11	
--
yy * DEN=1.1,0
95* foul•+=A tM 
	
r 1)
9o# LO 8	 I=I#K
91* k1=A(„lrl)-
9d* k?_= A W l r I+1 )
yy * UEN=UCI)+P 1 **2
luu* 8 hU?1;=14UP;+R1*122
lul* LE11=;,EI1+(U'ALL(A(M1r MI) ))*i2
lue* 9 V(K)_I:VA/I Esc
lug* *2Ht(hoI06)
lu4* Icb FJR,•,Ai(/'	 FIRST GROER " . A.	 COEFFICIENTS:')
lu g * o RITL(br1C 1 4) (V(I) v I=1r'a l )
luo* GO	 fu 53
lu /+ 51 L= 'AX
1UI3* WRITL(nr 107)L
lu g * lit FOR•IAT('	 NU;:,bEK OF LAGS CANNOT BE GREATER THAN'rI3r' -TRY
llu* .AGAIN.0)	 —	 -
111* GJ	 Tk)	 1
11L+ :+3 NtITE(6r111)	 —=















11 UU0151 1L 0000	
.; 
04250	 1-0-(YF cuou 004317 IO2F -0043ZT -I
lu UU4377 105F 00011	 004407 106F 0000 004413 107F 0000 004440 1
U UU44D4 110F DUOU	 004334 111F 0000 004463 112F -7-0-60­664-4 7^_j
JU UU46t)3 llbF 0000	 004313 116F 0001 000011 121G 0001 000170 2
0 UU43eb 2UlF U661-	 000221 214G 0001 000322 240G 0001 —0-0-63V772
)i 0405uU 302G 0001	 U00637 3276 0001 000754 371G 0091__ 001026 5
QU0.0 1--" q2.11 _11L_ 0000	 1 003724 IS 0000 1 004227 K
4*	 C AUTHOR	 R,RoSINGERS
6*	 C SPONSOR G*R,ANDERSEN
























































C KEY WORDS AUTO-SPECTRUM
C SPEC T+SAL DENSI TY
C PURPUSE TO CumPuTE THE AUTO-SPFCTRUM bF^— q DATA SERIES
C A41) 10 PLOT THE SPECTRUM WITH ITS CONFIDENCE
C Lih11iS.
C
C MLTHUD TAE PROGRAl IS DESIGNED IN AN INTERACTIVE MODE
C ASK1r,G FOR CLRI AIN PARAMETEKS AND A DATA SERIES.
C IT 15 ASSJ AEC THAT ACF OAS EXECUTED AND TPE
AJIU-COVARIAI.CES SAVED.
	 THE STANDARD METHOD OF
C LOMPwTATION 1S USED.
C
C MUTES 1)	 T)tE COVARLANCES ARE ASS'JMEn TO 4E
C STOP<L
	
( ON	 'Ji l I T	 1)	 FROM	 ACF._
C
_
2)	 A LY'iA`lCAI_LY ASSIGNEDFILE	 (	 UNIT 2)
C 1S U;i U TO SIORE	 .'^JE AUTO—SPECTRUM
C ( N.ILI.	 SPEC IF Ir D)
t,
► '1cFt,11;tTElt '^X=1 rlU0	 _
UATA Pl V#I'1/.1591549#3.1415925/




• 2.3sU#13.O'31#13.84tir14.611 ► 15.379P(6.151#16.928#17.708#18.493#19.
• 281r2U.U72rCU.Sti7r2t.r)h4#?2.465r23.2b9r24.075r?4.884#25.695#26.50
• 9r27.326.F'-i .144P LI •..''u'ir2Q.787r30.612 r
• 31. 4i49 t 62.2b3 r 33.0 14 )) r 3.* -'?3U # 34.764 r 35.6 0 3 0,.437 ►
 37.276# 38.116 # 38.9




• 6.415r37.6'.)2t38.1ib h r40.113#41.:537.42.557#43.773#44.985#46.194#47.
• 4UUr4R.bOZr49.8r)2rtiU.S';9x52.192#73.384#54.572#55.758#56.942#58.12
4r 5^J.304#C^I1..+N1r61.6arir
. 62.N3r64.J11r6`.i.171#66..539x67.505x68.669r69.b32 ► 70.993#72.153#73.
. 311#74.4b'3•75.624r76.778r77.931#79.082/
UIMLIJSION I)'T(5U)/50*+ +/
DAIA IL/+hlu'/	 =	 —
LOGICAL OPT1U t ) -
REAu(5#201rLIVrl=53)FMT
IF(OHTIOW( # 10 ))Go TO 99	 -
wRITE(6# 100)
IOU	 FORMAT(/#ASF CO1vPUTES TH_E AU TO _SPECTRUM FUNCTION.+/
. 
r	
+ IT IS ASSUMED) THAT ACF WAS CALLED AND THE DESlAFD+
+ COVARIANCES STORED. # / # THE AUTO-SPECTRA ARE'




116	 =	 FOHi^ATIj7-6ATA SPACING. ) -	 ---_
READ(5#20U#END=53) DEL -
WRITE(6#102)
49;L-- -1_	 FORMAT( + - WINDOW TO RE USED ( T_U_KEY/DANIEL_L)?+)--
NEAD(5#201#END=53)IW
U6* 201 FORMAT(6A6)
bl* WRITL(6 ► lU3)
t)b* loj FOHAAT( ► 	 ;AA140WIDTH PARAMETER?I)
U %J* HFfA.j(5 ► 200 ► ENr)=53)_M
lu* IF(It,.E').1TUKEy1)GO_fo_i'
/1* LA 1 =ivl- 1
12* A ►JU=2*1J/LM1
tj* AU=lo
/4* WRITL( 6 ► 111)
05 ill FORrv,,,T-( 9	 NUMBER_PF__^O
- -	
^Aa_LANCE5 TO RE USED?. t)
fb* READ(b ► 200 ► LiAn=53)	 NM
17* 6U TO 2
tb* I L;Al=iv.-1 .
/9* AIJ()=Z. 667*14/EMI
du* ALJ= o 75
wRITL( b#104)
6.3 1U4 FOR M A  f % ► 	 N U M U E R OF F R E Q I I F_NC Y PO I NTS -- TO 8E VI EWED?'b4* REA[) (5 ► 200 ► Er4 D=53)NQbb* IF(IL-t4E.tYkSt)REAU(I)-(C(l.)#I=I.PNN).
WRITL(Gr1151dd* llb FORIIIAT( ► DO YOU WANT CONFIDENCE LIMITS ( YESMO W )d y * HEAU(:5#201vL14D=53)ICL
	 . .... .. ......
Yu*
91* CL=I.
92* IF(ICL-NE-1YLSO)GO TO 25
96* NO= IF I X (ANIJ , + -5)
`J4* CIJ =AI,U/CHI( N U ► l)
9b*
90* FM=U.




lij" * 00 3 L=tJM ► 2 ► -j
lu.5* ELI=L-1
IU4* W=l.
lub* IF! IJN q .EQjL '_DANJ&Lv	 W=SIN(ELI*PI/Eml)/ (EL1*PjtEM1










-- _ —114* 114 FREQUENCY(FREG * )FORMAT( ► b	 f6_u WA NT 	 OR'
11 L)* 0 1- PLK I UD I PEFU 0Q) SnAYED?-	 _-0-1
116* REAu(5v2U1 ► END=53)FP
1171 - 	... .	 ______WRIT,;-'(6 ► 105)FE
1113* 105 FORMAT('	 A U*10-SPECTRUM: ► /2XoA6# 1	SPECTRUM')jig* DO 5 I=IPNQ
12u* L=I-1
- I F tF.P., NF-s-^-PERIOU!J EF= v 5*L/ENQ1 /DEL
Ldda * IF(FP*EQ,IPERIODI*AND*L*EQ.0)EF=99*9999
k
bIWGtHt)/1SAP - TIME SERIES ANALYSIS PACKAGE?/­
15











162* lub	 ._ FORMAT(Fd.4vLl2.Sr2Xr50A1)
1JJ* INT(IU)=#	 i
164* 1PT(IF)-=-'--1.55* 5 IPT( IL)_t
1,36* VR=SQRT (AU*M/N) *100-L
1J7* IF(ICL*EQ.'YES')WRITE(6r107)Nl)PCUrCLrVR
1"* lu7
_ FQR^4AI_(!_ rHE_4oj_.0NFJQENCE LIMITS . E^f^_NU=! r 12 	 CU=_SIRE:
1J9* r#F10.5r# rCL= # rF10.5/ 0
	THE SQRT OF VARIANCE RATIO IS: i ► F8.3v 1 if)
14u* WRITE(6x108)_ _	
- -	 ---	 ----	 --	 -	 -	 -
141* 10H FORMAT(# DO YOU WANT THE SPECTRUM STORED(YES/NO)?I)




146* IF(Iw.NE.''fES#)GO TO 6
144*
_	 _ _. _ CALL CSF12t AS. ) -
145* WRIlE(2)MrDELrNQ
14b* WRIIC(2)-(F(I- ) rI = 1010 )__-_.-
141* -WRITE(6r109)
146* 109 FORMAT(!_.SPECTPUU STORED.+) 




FUkr:jLT(! Do YQu SAVE ANOTHER SERIES(YES/NO)7 §. )	 ==
151* REA0(5.201rEN0=53)IW




	 -	 ---	 ----- -	 -__ _ _-
154* 112 FORMAT(#	 IS THE SERIES THE SAME(YES/NO)?')
155* READ(5r201) IL ^
156* GO TO 99	 =_
157s
-
7 END FILE 2
15d* b3 WRITE-(6r113) 	 _
159* 113
_ _	 _ __ _
FORMAT(' ASF TERMINATES * # )	 -
160* = CALL EXIT
	 =	 =
1b1* END	 - - -- -	 - ---	 -	 -^• - -- Ld
-
E)JD OF COMPTLATTOT4 - -1^^ZfT7sG	 - -	 ---
t+
i
1^Io4GLRS/ISAV — 'JIIE SEitILS 9iNALYSIS PACKAGE//
R.LSRAFJrJ
UUu COMPILr_D i1Y 1201 6C17C 0(1 01 DEC 70 AT 12:29:18.
N PRUGR4.
r'	 KAGL USLL: CJi)E(1) UU1076; DATA(0) UU7410; BLANK COMMON( 2) 000000













TYNtr	 RELATIVE LOCATION'# NAME)
U1 UUUUZb 1L 0001 00061? 10L 0000 007003 10-OF 0000 001042 1
Uu UU721/ 1J3F 0000 OU7053 105F 0000 007056_ 107F 0000 007064 1
UU OU71UZ 11OF 0001 000011 11OG 0000 0671i6­111F 0000 007124 1
UU OU7131 114E 0000 007145 115F 0000 007151 116F 0000 007156 1
U1 UUU732 12L UUUO 007265 120E 0000 007306 121F 0000 007335 1
UU 001243 124E OOOU 0072b5 125F 0000 007311 126F 0000 007324 1
uu UU13b3 i29F 0001 G0014n 1606
_
0001 000160 171G	 — 0001 000173 1
UU UUIUUO ZOOF 0000 0070+1 201F 0001 000212 2_07G 0001 000232 2




2726 0001 000455 3
U1 UUU6U3 3666 OCO1 000705 423G
 0001 000770 447G 0001 001015
ul UUU24b 5L 0001 001041 51L 0001 001053 52L 0001 001065
U1 UUU511 OL OUO1 000520 9L
—	
:) 0 00 00703499F _ 0000 R 005675
:. UU K OU6765 C OUOO R 006744 p 0000 R 006777 DEV 0000 R 006756
UU	 t( UU6767 FL 0000 K 00 673_6 FM_T_ _	 _0000 I 006760 I 0_000 I 0_06763
UU	 1 005733 IVAR CUUO I 006755 IW OOOO I 006752
_ _
IS 0000 I 006774
Uu	 i UU6762 L ODUJ 1 Q06772_ M_ .  0000_ I . 06761- N ._ ..., 0000 I 006753
UU	 1 UU6754 NV OUoo I 006766 NVAR 0003 L 000000 OPTION 0000 R 005752
UU R uU5726 SIG 6000 It 006776- _S5K. - -_.__ ___ . 0000 R -_006775 SSO .__ _.
- -000-9 R - 006770
- uU R OUuuuu X OOUO R U05670 XBAR
1 +	 C
2* C TITLL	 LSRA — LEAST SQUARES MULTIPLE REGRESSION PROGRAM




I*	 C SPONSOR - -	 G.I2.Af'JDERSEN
SINGERS/TSAP - TIME ' SERILS ANALYSIS PACK4GE//
9* C DATE A000STt1970
iu* c





14* C PURPOSE TO Coi 
* 
11 PUTE THE LEAST SQUARES REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS
15* c AND THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE -DATA Or -TWO aR M-ORE
lb* C DATA SERIES.
11* C
18* C METHOD THE PROGRAM IS DESIGNED IN AN INTERACTIVE MODE
ig* - t
?- U* c THE %TANDARL) FORWARD LEAST SQUARES REGRESSION
?J* c TECHNIQUE IS USED.
22* c
e6* C SUBPROGRAMS RESTEM - U(41VAC 1108 STAt-^PACK FORWARD---
24* C USLp - KqRLKjjQlY-S-u9R29TINE.
L'b c
ab* C NOTE 1) A DYNAMICALLY ASSIGNEE) FILE.A.0-13 8-)	 IS21* c USED TO SkVE THE RESIDUALS ( WHEN SPECIFIED)*
PARAMETER ;4XL=500PMXV=5
15u* DIAL NS-1011 -Kl -MXLpMX.Vli W (MXL) t MAR (MXYI-iA-(MXV MXY) r-SlfiiMXYI--
,5 1* PIVAR(MXV)PB(MXV)oSB(MXV)FR(MXL)FFMT(6)
32* DI-c--lisIoll a. -(b)	 -
33* LOGICAL OPTION
34*
--.RF-AQ (5 v2DD! END:;-53) FMT
35* 200 FORMAT(6A6)
I F i UPT I O-N-Ll .N 'j- 1 PQ j O^	 1__
WRITE(6t100)
lou
--FQRPiA-T ll-1 STEPW ISE MULTIPLE REGRESSION - 1-SRA- ^S A PROGRAM'
39* /' WITH ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PRINTOUT*'
4U* THE RESIDUALS ARE STORED ON UNIT S U F DESIRED)tt/.' :
41* 1 414fiL,66p
42* 99 FORMAT(' NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS?')
46* READ(5r201tEND=53)NL
44* 2 01 FORMAT(
45* IF(i4L.GT.MXL)GO TO 51
46* WRITL(bp101)
47* 101 FORMAT(' NUMBER OF VARIABLES(DEPENDENT AND INDEPENOENT)?t
48*
49* 2 READ (5p2OlpEND=53)NV
bu* IF(NV.GT.MXV)GO TO 52
bl* IW=o
b2* 3 WRITE(6P105)




t, 7* 07 FORMAT(' DEPENDENT VkR--IABLE FORMAT?')
58*
 . .	 -	 --- I - - --- — — REAU (5 r 20 0 P ENC=53) FMT
b9* WRITE (bP108)
bu* 106 FORMAT(' DEPENDENT VARIABLE DATA:')I
READ(5pFMT)(X(IPNV)PI=lPNL)
62* N=NV-1
63* DO 4 L=ltN
b4* WRITE(6r109)L
bb* 109 FORMAT('
	 INDEPENDENT VARIABLE I PI2, 1 FORMAT?l)7----
S)INGEkb/1SAP = TIME SERILS ANALYSIS PACKAG^T —
	 — --- -- - . -
	
-
66* REAL) (Sr200rEN0=53)FMT 	 --- -	 ---
u/* WRITL(6r1l0)L
L)8* ilu FORMAT(t	 INDEPENDENT VARIABLE t rI2r t	DATA:^)
69* 4 READ(boFmT-)(X(I_FL)rI=1 r NL 	 -- __-- ,---	 ----
/U* IND=U
/1* ISTEP=-1
/2* 5 CALL RE.STEA(XrNLrNVrMXLrMXVrWrIWrEFINrEFOUTrXBARrAtSIGtCO






ISTEP=IS I EP+ 1





-^'-	 - ----FJRMATU,	 MEANS: t /(3:I5rE15.8)))
13* WRITE(6r111Z--- -
	 - --	 --	 ----------- -
	 - --dJ* 111 FORMAT(//' CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS:')
81*	
. - M=fq-1 --- -- --- ---
	
—	 -82* ---DO 6	 I =1tF4
815* h=I+1
	 - -.... --
	 -	 — -	 --64* b -- -	 --W41TE(6r112)(ItJrA(IrJ)rJ=KrN)
85* 112 FORMAT (3(4XrI20---YSL-1t12!!=___---
8u* WRITE(6r113)(IrA(IrNV)rI=1 ► N)
C3 7* 113 FORMAUa14Xt12r t VS Y = r rF10.6))
d8* WRITE(6r114)SY
dy * 114 FOR 9AT ( r -5TANDARD--ERR
----►` u* G(4)=SY**2
91* u ( 3 ) =Pll,.-1t
	
--- -
	 - — - -92* D(2)=D(4)*D(3)




96* GO TO b	
-
9/* / 	 _ WRITE(6_r11S)ISTEP_
yb* 115 FORMAT(%, STEP NO.'PI3)
yy * A - -. ___IF(IJVAR.GE .U)GO TO 8
1 u:. * NVAk=-NVAR	 -'-
lul* FL-=EL- -
	
—	 —	 ---	 ---- -lu2* WRITE (6r116)NVAR




lu5* 8	 _.- WRI-TE(6r 117)14VAR
:'JU* 117 FORMiAI(5Xrt	 VARIABLE ENTERING:1 ► I3)
lu7* .51- ORITE(6r118-) FLrSYrCr(IVAR(I)rB(I)rSB(I)rI=1rNOIN)
lu8* 118 FORiMAT(SXrr FLEVEL r rF13.6/6Xr t STANDARD ERROR OF YtrF13.6/
1U9*
___6X.!GOrJSTA_NT1AE 3.6//l3Xr I VARIA6LE
	 COEFICIENT	 STD.








_ _. Q (2)Sli	





11yx 103 FOROATU, SSV_gR=!rE 3.6r2Xr!SSRES=1rF13.6r2X
12u* r1DFRES=9tF13.6/t 	 MSRES= 9 rF13.6r6Xr t T= t r	 -
1214- F13.vrt MULTCQR=!L1 .6/)-------^-
i^2* — -- ---------IF(ISTEP.LT.NV)GO TO 5
— -	 =	 __
_fSA_ -fi- SERIESt' -^ 	 AC	 It!;'ANALYSIS PACKAGE
123*	
- . -	 - 
- IND---I _­ __ _-
1?-4* GO- TO 5
125* 10 WRITE(6p124)
12b* 124 FORMAT(# DO YOU WANT TO SEE SOME OF THE
IDEVIATIONS(YES/NO)?')
i- I28* READ (5p2OOpEND=53)I
129* IF (I.NE,IYESI)	 Go TO 12
13u* wR I % (6 p 125)
1,51* 125 FORMAT(#	 WHAT PART(INITIALPFINALPSTEP)?I)
132* READ(5v201PEND=53)JrKvL
133* WRITE(6p12U)





;CTF-D	 ACTUAL RESULTS:'/' 	 OB.	 NO.Op4XP-'.
tACTUALtt4X#IPREDICTEDtp4XPI%DEVIATIONi
1 17* DEV=(X(IPNV) -R(I))/X(IPNV)*100*




141* 126 FORMAT(' DO YOU WANT THE RESIDUALS STORED(YES/NO
-142s-
--	 -----	 -READ (5#-200
143* IF(I.NE.IYESt)	 C ALL EXIT
rl Q	 JA	 T=Ifb[L---
145* 13 R(I)=X(IPNV) -R(I)
CALL__CSF(2r l_&A5GrT 8#Flpl)
147* WRITE(6P127)
127-- -________	 F_QB14AT(f OUTPUT DATA FORMAT?')149* READ(5 ► 200tEND=53)FMT
lbu* WRITE(8pFMT)(R(I)#I=lPNL)
lbl* WRITE(6P128)
152* 126 FORMAT('	 SERIES STORED-')lb3* GO TO 53
154* bi I=MXL
—bbi WRITE(6p122)I
156* 122 FORMAT(' NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS MUST BE LESS THAN O PI50 T157* *RY AGAIN')
lba* 60 TO 1
lb9* 62 I=MXV
16u* WRITL(6#123)1
lbl* liS FORMAT(' NUMBER OF VARIABLES MUST BE LESS _THANliY_5iv_i_fRyY_
lb2* . AGAIN')
















SINGERS%TSAP - 1'^ME 5EF2IE5 ANALTSIS PACKAGE//
R.XCFiJi ---
000 COMP1LfD BY 1201 SC57E 014 01 DEC 70 AT 12:29:45.
RAGE -USED: CODE( IT -000502 , DATATOT_	 -- -- -- -













17_ _ _ N5TQL' - _ --	 --	 _
KAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCKP TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME)
OU _01000ll 106F
---m
010014 107F 0001 000011 107G 0000 010025 1
U1 000061 133G 0001 000104 143G 0001 000144 161G 0001 000156 1
O1 000213 200G 0000 U07760 201F 0001 000232 204G 0001 000241 2
U1 OOU332 2400 0001 000356 2446 0001 000421 2676 0001 000422 2
U1 000446 3030 0001 000471 53L 0001 000432 8L 0001 000026 9
UO R UO 65U B 0000 R 000000 C OLIO R 007640 FMT 0000 I 007654
OU_I_00 /647 IC0 0000 I U07662 II OOOG I 007646 IS 0000 I 007651
UU 1 00653 M 0000 I 007661 MR 0000 I 007655 M1 0000 I 007652











_ 8* C DATE	 AUGUSTr1970
	
9*	 C







TO COMPUTE THE CROSS-COVARIANCES OF TWO DATA SERIES
14* C	 AND IF DESIREDv THE CROSS-CORRELATIONS OF TWO DATA
	
15*	 C	 SERIES.













THE PROGRAM IS DESIGNED IN AN INTERACTIVE MODE_ _





.__ IT __IS A5SUdED THAT ACF WAS EXECUTED AND THE AUTO-
COVARIANCES SAVED. THE STANDARD METHOD OF COMPUTATION
15 USED.
1) IT IS ASSUMED _THA_T THE _AUTO-_COVARIAN_C_ ES
T ARE STORED (ON UNIT 1) FROM ACF.
2) THE CROSS-COVAP LANCES ARE STORED AFTER
THE AUTO-COVARIANCES (ON UNIT 1).
2d*	 PARAMETER MX=1000 - - -	 --	 - — ------ -
2y *	 _-L)IMENSIO [A_C(MX - r2j_tY(MXr 2 ) rFMT (6i—
JU*	 LOGICAL OPTIO14
J1*-_.__-_-- _._- ....	 REAUS5r20OrED=53)FMT
J2*	 200	 FORiAA'T (6A6 )
J3*	 _ _ -	 _ IF (oPTIONL'N_l))-G0_J9- 49_
J4*	 WRITE( 6r100)
35*	 100	 FORMAT ( /' XCF-_COMPU-TE-5-THE__.CR455SOVARIANCE/--CO RRE"TI.411!L_ -_
Jb*	 .	 r FUNCTION OF TWO SERIES. r /' IT IS ASSUMED THAT THE to
._._'AUS.O-COVARIANQES OF THE TWO SERIES ARE'/' STOPEp - ON !_r^—
S38*	 'UNIT 1. THE CROSS-COVARIANCES ARE STORED ON r / r UNITtr
39* ...
	 .*	 ..	 _._ __	 !__l (IF DESIRED ) - AFTER THE	 UTO-COVARIANCESA
4U* 99 REWIND 1
X41*
--	 -	 --- -










-- - -	 --FORMAT('	 INPUT_ DATA FORMAT OF SERIES,rI2rr^a)
49* F(EAO (5r 2_00 TEND=_ 53) FMT
Su*	 - --	 -	 - -WRITE(6r104)J	 ----	 --------
51* 104_	 _ - _	 _FORMAT(!_










758* -- -- DO 5I=0tM1
- --bU* DO 5 J=1r2-- 	 	 -	 —	 -
hl* A=0_-




---64* C(I+1rJ)=A /N 	-




69* DO 6 K=1r2
IJ*  _ W RI T E (6r105 )_I_C OrKrI_





-	 SINGERS/TSAN - TIME SERIES A(JALYSIS PACKAGE/ 	 - ^"-
73* DO 6 l=0rMR
/4* 6 WRITE(61106)(J ► C(J+lrK)rJ=IrM1rII)
(5* 106 FORMAT(4(I4rE15.8))
-//* 107 FORMAT( r DO YOU WANT THE COVARIANCES STORED(YES /N0)?r)
/ y * IF(IC.NE.rYE5v)GO TO 53
du* - _IF(ICO. NE &'CORI )GO _TO-8__
c	 81* DO 7 J=1r2
s	 d2* _DU 7_ - i?I r M
------
-	 tSS* C(IrJ)=B*C(IrJ)
64* 13	 _ _WRITE( 1)((C(IiJ ) rI_1rM ) rJ=1r2)
t!5* WRITE ( 6r108)
66* 108	 _. F0RNAT(' C0VARIAmCES STARED.!)-_--___-
u)* END FILE 1
89* 53 oiRITE(6r111)
`30* 111 FORMATS!__XCE-7ERMIIIAIES911 	 ----- --------_—_-
91* CALL EXIT
y2* END
--- - - ----
	 --	 -








R.XSFrjs,J	 - -	 --	 -
)UO COMPILED BY 1201 HCS7E. 014 Ui DEC_ 70__AT 12:30:29.
V PHUGkAM
RAGE USED: CODE (11 -'U01174 i DATA (U)---UM52T BURR -COMMONM 000000 — --- -





U5 __ EXIT -
	 - --- --------- ----------
	 --- — --
	
- --- -.._..^.^,	 -
Ub	 NINTHS
QZ--I^ItUUf	










^ 1 -- NS I QF';
RAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK# TYPE# RELATIVE LOCATION# NAME)
J6-013X3-10-OF-------b060 U 13774 105F uuuo U14010 106F --^0^0-- II2^ 1
JU_ U1406U 109E
 0000 014101 11OF 0000 014030 111F 0000 _014045_1
71 UUU011 1136 0001 000050 134G 000 0000 1466 X001_ 0061fb _1
J1 00 02 1U 1756 0000 013710 20OF 0000 013773 201F	 - 0001 000223 2
J1 UOU413 2446 0001 000436 257G 0001 000445 264G ooffF—o(YWMZ-2
)1000657 3346 0001 000723 351G 0001 000750 367G 0001 001100 4
J1 UU1146 442G 0001 001163 53L 0001 000026 99L 0000 R 013660 A
J4 R OOOOU_O ATANH _0000 R 000000 C 0000 R 013664 CO 0000 R 013702 _D
JU R 0137U3 EF 0000 R 013673 EL1 0000 R 013656 EMI
_
0000 R 013657 E
JO R OU3720 F 0000 R 013560 FMT 0000 R 013701 FP 0000 1013651 I
JU 1 013706 IP OOUO I 013562 IPT 0000 I 013644 If 0-00-0--1 01 631—^J
00 1 013672 L 0000 I 013653 M 0000 I 013647 N 0000 I . 013650 N
UU R 013676 Op 0003 L 000000 OPTION 0-13"6--p
UO R 007640 U 0000 R 013665 SI 0000 R 013663 TAU 0000 R 013707 T
UU R 013667 Vi 0000 R 013677 V2 0000 R 013674 W 0000 R 013676-2




— - — ---	 —







b* C SPONSOR	 G.R.ANDERSEN-=	 --	 —	 -
7*	 C
9* C
lu* C KEY WORDS	 CO-SPECTRUM
11* c QIJ AURA
id C
1,5 C PURPOSE TO COMPUTE 
-
THE- CO-SPECTRU-M.P-Q-UADR-A-TUREPPHASE -PA.ND.--. ---
14* C COHERENCE BE14EEN TWO DATA SERIES.
1t) * C
lb* C METHOD THE PROGRAM IS DESIGNED IN AN INTERACTIVE MODE
17* c	
__A_SKlkNG FOR CERTAIr	 PARAMETERS AND TWO DATA SERIES,-.... .­ .,
18* C
_





THE ' A UTO-CO VAR IANCESPCROSS-COVARIANCESP
?U* c AND THE A U TO- SPECT R A(USING THE TUKEY WINDOW)
;el* . C . HAVE UEEN_. 5AYf_De___ THE- STA-NQ-A-RD—MET—HO-D- .QF--C-O-tA.FVTAT-I.Qti-
22* c IS USED*
24* C NOTES 1) THE AUTO AND CROSS COVARIANCES ARE ASSUMED TO BE
4b* .0 ____ __ - __ STORLDAON VNIT- 1) FROM -ACF—AND XCF,
gib* C 2) THE AUTO SPECTRA ARE ASSUMED TO BE STORED(ON
el* C UN I T Ll FUM -A5F-
28* c
PAIJAMETER MX=100n





.5b* IF(OPTION(tN'))GO TO 99
WRITL 6F100)
3tl* 100 FORMAT(/' XSF COMPUTES THE CROSS-SPECTRA FUNCTIONS FOR'#
_49* /I THE TUKEY WINDOW.'/'	 IT IS ASSUMED THAT THE AUTO- AND C
4U* --'.ROSS-COVARIANCFS ARE STORED ON'/' UNIT I AND THAT THE AUTO-SPECTRA
41* ARE STORED Or 4
 UNIT 2. 9 1' THE CROSS SPECTRA ARE STORED ON UNIT 2 AF






47* READ ( l)(C(Irl) p I=IoNN)





54* 00 2 I=1t2
t)b* J=MOD (It2)+1









b4* DO I L=Mp2p-1TI
f
- ANALYSI S   - _iiKcTA—G_E7T--^)INGLRS/ISAIJ - lI;AE SERIES
8*	 C DATE	 SEPTLMBERP1970






00* W=* 5*(lo +C 05 (PI *-E L
-
1 /EM 1-)-)
67* -	 -	 -EV=.5*(C(LPI)+C(LPJ))
613* 00=.5*(C(L ► I)-C(LPJ))
.F (jy * V2=2.*CO*VI-VO+W*EV
lu* 22=.-ZO+W*OD




F(KPI)=DEL*(C(Ipj)+2.*( V I*CO-VO ) )
.
.Io* 2 -0(Kpl)=2.- ,*PIV*ZI*Sl/7* WHITE(6P105)
76* FORMKTO DO YOU WANT FREQUENCY (FREQ. ) OR PERIOD( PER IOr ) )Io,
/Y* /I	 DISPLAYED?')
---REAU(5p200tEND=53)FP
81* READ(i)(C(Ipl) ► I=IPNQ)
82* READ 121lj f) r J











FORMAT(/2XPA6pf 	 ARCTANH(COHERENCE) FOR SERIES I P12 ► 9 	 VS.'














: U7* 4 IPT(IF)=t	 1
U8* IF=IFIX(ANU/FMT(l))+l
U9* IPT(1)=I*l
lu* IPT ( IF)=,*'
11* WRITE(6p111)AMU*IPT




















jjj* oR I TL (_6.p
1.52* liz FORMAT (T21	 I #25XP	 9 P25XP I **/ Ti9l , ' Z lco -1 0
1,54* 2'1X1vUtP24X1VJAQQ___-
134* WRITE(6plU9)
135* 1U9 FORMAT(/'. UQ YQ Lj- WANT .-T.HE . r.Q!t-$f'F-CTRA- AND_ QVADRATURES I r/.
f SIORLO FOR TI ME SERIES REGRESSION(YES/NO)?O)
IF(75sNF,'YES # )Go TO 53
WRITE (2) ( (F (lrJ) PI7--LtUQ)
14U* WRITE(6#11U)





S1r)5EHS/ ( SAE' - TIME SERIES ANALYSIS PACKAC-r-'//
R.LOMBOJ ►  
JUU COMPILEU UY 1201 UCS7E ON 01 DEC 70 AT 12:31:15.
v F'ItUG1tAM - - - - - -- . ` -- --- 	 --
CAGE USFU: CODE(:) 010522; DATA(V -OU T6P- 3LANK-C01^IFfIINf27"^QIIOIIO --- 	 --"-`--










Ai4i ASSIGNMENT ( BLOCK• TYPE• RELATIVE LOCATION• NAME)
)i	 .- UuUu26 1L --n61 --o -omyTnt--- ouou u	 4T 100F uOUD-03776-1
Ju OU4Ulb - 1g3F_ QOOU 004022 104F _0000 00 A030 105F 00l^ 004035 1
)U UU4U55 109E
_ _
0000 004066 109F 0000 OU4073 11OF 006011	 1
)U UU411U 112E 0000 004122 113F 0000 004136 114F 000255 1
11 ODU3U1 14L 0001 000102 145G 0001 000364 15L 00TUT-T





000360 276G 0001 000132 3L 0001 000-4-14-3
)1 000154 4L __ _0001_ 000455 50L 0001 000465 51L 0001 000477_5
)1
-
066266 6L -	 0001 0002L3 8L 0000 R 003726 AS68 0000 R 003720 F
)U	 1 00373b IOP 0000 I 003730 IS 0000 I 003736 J 0000 I 003733 K
)U	 1 00 732 M 0000 1 -60373 4 N
1* C








6* C SPONSOR G.R.ANDERSEN
7* C
H* C DATE NOVEMBER•19 0	 -
-	
9* _C
10# C KEY WORDS COMBINE•
11* C CONCATINATE
12* C
13* C PURPOSE TO COMBINE TWO DATA SERIES USING ONE OF FIVE
14* C OPERATORSiADD• UB•MPY•0 V• 	 N.
15* C
16* C METHOD THE PROGRAM IS DESIGNED IN AN INTERA CTIVE
17* C ASKING FOR CERTAIN PARAMLTERS AND APPLYING THEM TO
18* C TWO INPUT DATA SERIES. THE RESULTANT SERIES MAY THEN
_s F^-
SIN&0kt /_TSAN - TiME SERIES ANALYSIS PACKAGE	 —
19* C	 ---- -	 - ---
	 __6F_ STOREU •- -
2 U 1^ C
Z1* C NOTt
__ _ _ ___
1) A DYNAMICALLY ASIGNED FILE	 (UNIT 8) IS USED TO
12* C STORE THE FINAL SERIES.
24 * ---^A RAr1^T Eg _M X= l 0 0Q --
25* DIMENSION X(MXr2)rFMT(6)r -- ---
1b* ,— — --A.SSz^(21L! ^a9^Sz^T^cE^_ ---
27* LOGICAL OPTION
28* _ ___ REAU (5 r 200 r CND = 53) FMT_
29* 20U FORMAT(6A6)
3U* _-_	 JF(OfTI QN_(!N') )GO TO 1
J1* WRITE(6r100)
COMB COMBINES TWO SERIES BY ONE OF THE FOLLzOWING
J3* SERIES:'/'	 ADD ► SUBrMP1rDIVrCON(CONCATINATE)'/' THE RESULTANT SERI
.54* .ES IS STORED ON UNIT 8(IF DESIRED).')
J5* 1 DO 2 I=1r2
36*._ - WRITE(6.1(11)I
J7* 101 FORMAT(' LENGTH OF SERIES'rI20 TO BE
—
READ IN?')








__42*__ _ 10?--- FORMAT('	 INPUT DATA'r12 r' 	FORMAT?')
43* READ(5r200 ► END=53)FMT
44* — WRITF(6r103)I
45* 103 FORMAT('	 INPUT DATA vp I2r'	 :')
46* 2 READ(5rFMT)(X(K ► I)rK=1rM)
47* 3 WRITE(6r104)
48* FORMAT(' LENGTH OF OUTPUT SERIES?')
49* REAU(5r201rEND=53)N
5U* IF(14.GT.2*MX)GO TO 52
51* 4 WRITE(6r105)
52* 105 FORMAT(' OPERATOR TO BE USED?')
53* READ(5r200rEND=53)IOP
54* —	 _ IF(IOP.NE.'ADD')GO TO 6
5S* DO 5 J=1rN
56* 5 X(Jrl)=X(Jrl)+X(Jr2)
57* GO TO 14
58* b IF(IOP.NE.'SU8')G0 TO 8
59* DO 7 J=1rN
b0* 7 X(Jr1)=X(Jrl)-X(Jr2)
61* GO TO 14
62* 8 IF(IOP.NE.'MPY')GO TO 10_
63* DO 9 J=1rN
b4* 9 X(Jrl)=X(Jrl)*X(Jr2)
b5* GO TO 14
66* 10 IF(IOP.NE.'DIV')GO TO 12
b7* DO 11 J=1rN
b8* 11 X(Jrl)=X(Jrl)/X(,1r2)
b9* GO TO 14
70* 12 IF(IOP.NE.'CON')GO TO 50
71* K=N-M+1
72* L=0




76* 14 w-k I TE (6 p- in -T-
17* lot) FORMAT(' UQ IOU WANT TO SEE PART OF THE SERIES(YES/NO)?')
78* READ(5@200PEND=53)IOP
IF(I OP. NE * 'YES')G0 TO	 15
8u* WRITE(6p107)
81* IU7 FORMAT( # 	 WHAT PART	 ( INITIALPFINALPSTEP)?I)
bi-*- READ ( 5-
815* WRITL(6 F201)(X(Lpl)pL=IvJsK)
64* 15 WRITL(6PI08)
#35* 106 FORMAT(' UO YOU WANT THE RESULTANT SERIES STORED(YES/NO)l
87* ttEAD(5P200PEND=53)IOP
86*
89* *RIT - 
E - 
(6t - 109)
9u* 109 FORMAT (' OUTPUT DATA FORMAT?')
.
91 s.---
 '- '- ---
=)PMTREAU(bv200pENQ§_3
92* CALL CSF(2pASG8rI)
9-3#-- WR1T.L (a#fj,1TJ1X (I,1) P17--L-PN)
94* WRITE(6r110)
9bLf.. 110- FOR14ATLV-SE^UE-S STORED-9)
9b* GO To 53
—.97-,k- -- -- WRIT J7(6PI11)10P
98* ill F0R1AAT( 1XpA6v*
	 IS NOT A RECOGNIZED OPERATOR ► TRY AGAIN.')
99 1k. - ---CO J-U-4
luu* bi L=MX
lul*
IU2* 112 FORMAT(' LENGTH OF SERIES MUST BE LESS THANIPI2P
IU3* 1	 T f tY	 AGAIN.*)
f64* GO To 1
lu5* 52 L=2*cix
iub* WRITE(6p113)L
1- lu7* 113 FORIAAT(f LENGTH OF OUTPUT SERIES MUST BE LESS THANIP15t
I	 TRY AGAIN-9)
lu9* GU Tu 3	 -
wRI TE(6pl l4)
Ill* 114 FORMAT(, COMB TERMINATES.')
-fu CALL EXIT
113* END




UUU LOMPILLO BY 1201 BCS7E ON 03 DEC 70 AT 08:37:28-
N ek()diiA-k-
RAGE USEU.' CODE( 1) -0010121 DATA(0) 0073261 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000
LKNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME)









15 OAS I UPS
, 'RAGr ASSIGNMENT	 (BLOCKP	 TYPEP RELATIVE LOCATIONO O NAME)
01 OUUO264L l-o—oF--'- ' -0000 -- 007014 101F =-000o--'607022 I
uu UU7U36 104E ouuo 007044 105F 0000 007052 106F 0000 007062 1
uU uofiui 109E ouoo 007116 11OF
--05-oi - 000 0 11_—  II 06 0000 00M12 6 1
uu UU7141 113F 0000 OU7156 114F 0000 007160 115F 0000 007174 1OU '-- UU72?- b 118F - 0666-- - 0072-4 0 -114F 0000 007253 12OF 0000 - 607257 1
ul UUU15O 1576 0001 000171 170G 0001 000205 176G 0001 000055 2
0 -6—Ui---(F0 022406G 000i'--b -0 0245 217G -0 ob-1— 000260--2
ol UUU45b 6016 0001 000474 31OG 0001 000515 322G 0001 000530 3
Uf— UUU5^) l 3436 0001 OT6-553 347G 0001 00	 574 ---3rj6G--- '-'-JOYf - --0 00703 -4
ul UOU74,3 4276 0001_ _0_00741 51L 0001 000753 52L 0001 000765 5 
Ul--- u--o--ibu2 55L 0000-R -6666^ i^-Afik-- 0600 R 006731 EFOUT	 - 0606 R -6-6-6101 2
UO
I - 
OU673b IND I C
. 0000 -1 006.712 IVAR 0000 1 006725 IS 0000 I . 00_6745 Z0 0 00b7 b1	 2 JK 0000 I 006750 JL 0000 1 006766--k-- 0000 1 00675-1-
OU I UU6754 LM OUUO 1 006733 N 0000 1 006726 NL 0000 1 006746
UU I	 UUb7.5 U NV 0000	 1 006727 NV1 0003 L 000000 OPTION 0000 R 005670 1UU
—
H UU6737 SY 000U R 006744 TL 0000 R 006741 TNU 0000 R 006743
uu R uuuouu X 0600-R 00675  3 Y 0000 R 006757 YL —o VG 6—it 006755 
1*	 c
2*	 C TITLL LSRP LEAST SQUARES MULTIPLE REGRESSION PROGRAM
3*	 C WITH PREDICTIONS.
4*	 C
b*	 C AUTHOR R.R.SINGERS
b*	 c
7*	 C SPONSOR GeReANDERSEN
8*	 C
9*	 C DATE DECEPiBER ► 1970
Iu*	 C
•
6S1(dGERS/TSAN - TIME SERIES AN/1LY5I5 PACKAGE//
11* C KEY WORUS REGRESSION	 —




15* C PURf'uSE TO COMPOTE THE LEAST SQUARES REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS
1b* C AAD PREDICTION VALUES WITH UPPER AND LOWER
1/* c PREDICTION LI!AI TS.
la* c
19* C METHUD THE PROGRAM IS DFSIGNED IN AN INTERACTIVE MODE
2U* c ASKI),G FOR CERTAIN PARAMETERS AND DATA SERIES.
21*
_
:: THE STANDA40 gAWARO ftEGf2E55ION TECHNIQUE IS
GL* C USED.
43* C
24* C SUBROUTINES REBSOM - UNIVAC 1108 ST
_AT-PACK BACKWARD




C NOTE -1) A DYNAMICALLY ASSIGNED FILE (UNIT 8)
	 IS
.db* C USED TO SAVE THE PREDICTED VALUES AND THE
l y * c UPPER AND LUWER PREDICTION LIMITS.
Ju* C
Jl* PARAMETER MXN_500PMXNP=5










4U* 100 FORMAT(/• LSRP IS A STEPWISE MULTIPLE REGRESSION PROGFAM•
41* r•	 4ITH PREDICTIONS. t % •
 THE PREDICTION RESULTS ARE STORED
42* .' r•(IF DESIRED)	 ON UNIT 8.•)
43*— f--- -- %RITE(br101)	 -- — -	 -----	 -	 -__
44* 101 FORMAT(• NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS?•)
^*--- ----_- -- -- T2E7i6T5^6I►EN[1^3)T7L - -	 — ---	 __
4b* 20_1 FORMAT(	 )
47* IF(Nt_.GT.MIXN)GO-TO 51
48* WRITE(6r102)




RR AD (5r 20 p=^3TNVi-	 ------ -- -	 ----.__.._	 _-
52* NV=NV1+1
53* -	 - - -	 -	 -IF(NV1.GT.MXNPfGO l'0- 59
54*
_ WRITE( 6r1_03)




-- ------ - -
	
- ._ —^.
58* 104- FORMAT(' DEPENDENT VARIABLE FORMAT?•)
59*	 .. 00rENDE53)FMT	 —_2 6-
b0* WR ITE( 6 ► 105)





DO 3	 = 1 ► N_L
b5* --- --- WRITE(6r106)L-- ---	 ---- -- --	 -	 -	 -
bb * 1 06 FORRgT(•_ INDEPEN E NT_VARIABLE •




SlN JGERS7TS_AP_'-T"IMt ­-SERIES AfjALY'S_lS PACKAGEr/
bs* WRITE(6r112)L
b9* 3 READ(5pFMTPEND=b3)(X(IFL+I)tl=1tNL)
- iu* UO 9 I=IFNL
fl* 9 X(Ipl)=l.





1*7* 107 FORMAT(' T-VALUE FOR NU= 0 #13o t DEGREES OF FREEDOM?')
td* T7kEAU(5p20lp	 D=	 NU
t9* wRITL(6p1n8)$Y
bu* 108 FORMAT(' STANDARD ERROR OF Yv#F13.7)
bl* WRITE(6r109)
bz* 109 FORMAT(' VARIABLE COEFFICIENT 	 S.D.	 UPPER T	 LOWE
6.5* R T I / I (0=CQlWQ)f)
b4* DO 4 I=lPINUIC
TU=ArA!I ► NV)+TNU*SDC
87* T_L=ATk(lrNV)-TNU*SDC
d9* 4 WRIJ AE(6_t jl0)IIp	 TA(IPNV)o,	 o T!jj.Tlm
9u* 11U FORiiAT(II0r4E1I*5)
91*
92* Ill. FORMAT(' PREDICTION DATA: , /' NUMBER OF PREDICTION VALUES?
94* READ(bp201pEND=53)NPR
9b* DO 5 I=lpN
90* WRITEi (6, 106)1
91* REAL)(5p200vEND=53)FMT
98* WRIT"(br1I2)I
yg* 112 FORMAT('	 INDEPENDENT VARIABLE O PI2 ► 1 DATA:')
5— _R_ -E—A D' ( 5 v F M T v E N D = 5 3)(X J # I + 1	 P J 1 t N P R
IUI* 00 10 j=ltl4PR
lug * lu X(Jtl)=l.
lu3* wRITE(6t113)
lu l+* 113 FORMAT (I PREDICTED V A LUES: l if fiumstk	 PREDICTION
lUb* .ER T LOWER Tv)
JU6*
_pD_	 NPR
lU7* UO 6 KL=1#NV
lu8* R(KL)=U.

















124* 115 F,)RMAT(/f DO YOU WANT THE PREDICTION VALUES AND LWITS
651NGLHb/TSAP - TIME SEt2IE5 ANA LYSIS PACKAGE/
125*	
- o VED(YES/NO) ?I)
)
12b* READ_(5v200tEND=53)I
1L/* IF(I.NE.IYESI)GO TO 53
lli* ___. WRITE(6r116)
ley * 116 FORMAT('	 OUTPUT FORMAT?^)
11)U* REAU( 5p20UvEND=53)FMT
11)1* CALL CSF(?I t QASG,T 8/FIPJ)
132*	 _ -_ - WRI T(8•PFMT)((X(J ► K)PJ=lPNPR)•K=1r3)
11)3* WRITE(69117)
1,14* _ 117 FORMAT(/o SERIES STORED IN FOLLOWING ORDER:#/
lab* PREDICTION SERIES ► LOWER LIMIT SERIESrUPPER LIMIT SERIES
136*
- --- -----





140* 118 FORM„T(v NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS MUST BE LESS THANtPI5p
141* 1	 TRY	 AGAIN*1)
142* _.	 - ___GO TO -1
143* b2 I=MXNP
144*-__- -	 .-_ _ WR.ITE_(6, 119) i --
145* 119 FORMAT(' 'DUMBER OF VARIABLES MUST BE LESS THAN•PI50




148* b3 	 - WRITE(6r120)
149* 12U FORMAT(v LSRP TERMINATES.O
150* _—






FORMAT(/9 *** ATA MATRIX OF REBSOM SINGULAR ***I)
153* --b0 TO	 53	 -----	 -	 -- -_---	 ------	 - -	 ---	 -
lb4* 55 WRITE(6.122)
155* 122 FORMAT(/# *** NO VARIABLES LEFT IN REGRESSION ***^)
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